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I. ABSTRACT

Monolfthíc transparent Porous Titania Glass (PTG) has been

successfully fabricated by the controlled hydrolysis of titanium

tetrachloríde and careful dehydration. X-ray diffraction studies (xnn)

indicated that the samples were predominantly amorphous at lower

annealíng temperature buE crystallízed to anatase and eventually to

rutile at elevated temperature. Surface areas were determíned .r"irrg atr"

conventional volumetric method at 77K. Annealing temperature r¡¡as found

to have a significant effect on the surface area and pore síze.

Degassing temperature and length of annealing time at constanÈ annealing

temperature did not affect.the morphology of the sample sígníficantly.

PTG, coated with a uníform layer of platínum l¡/as used as a hydrogen

detector, 1ús sensitivity enhanced by recyling Ín hydrogen and

increasing loading. 02- species ís proposed as the prerequísite for

Ti3+ foruration by a hydrogen spillover mechanism. The presence of

oxygen and/or moisture enhanced the sensitivíty of the detector but

hydrochloric acíd vapour completely destroyed Íts sensitivity to

hydrogen. The energy separation (of plaÍn PTG300R) between the

conduction band, Ec, and Fermí 1evel, Ef, decreased r¿ith

electroreduction tíme. Infra-red studies on the surface hydroxyl groups

indicated that PTG resembled anatase more than rutile.
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CHAPTER I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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In the last few decades r Qulte a large volume of llterature has

been publíshed about anatase and rutile titaníum dioxide(Tí02). The

capability of TtO, as a support catalyst and photocatalyst It-8],

exhíbitíons of n-type semiconductor characterístícs l9-I4] and Strong

Metal Support Interaction (SMSI) effect [15-18] has received wide

attention. Despite the large volume of work already conducted, research

on this subject continues. Recently Gesser et al t19] reported the

fabrication of monolithic transparent Porous Titanía Glass (PTC) by

controlled hydrolysis of titaníum tetrachloride (TíC14) and careful

dehydration. Surface area \das reported to depend on the thermal hístory

of the titania glass. Earlier, El-Akkad t20] reported on the

characterisation of anatase títania gel. Subsequent studíes by Gesser

and co-workers t21] revealed the use of palladium phoÈodeposited on

titanía glass as a hydrogen detector. Harrís [22] had constructed a

simllar device by depositing plaÈinum on polycrystalline (anatase) Ti02.

Temperature was reported to ínfluence the response of the detector to

hydrogen. The infra-red studíes on the surface hydroxyl groups of Ti0,

have also been reviewed quíte extensfveLy [23-31].

To my knowledge, little work was done regarding PTG apart from the

few publlcations from Gesser et al 1:-.9,27,321. In thís dissertatíon,

PTG wíl1 be characterised using the widely applied "two-parameter'r BET

equatlon developed by Brunauer et al t33]. Pore size and pore síze

dístributíon wíII be evaluated using the methods adopted by Foster [34]

and Lippens et al t351. The effects of the parameters - annealing

temperature, length of annealing time at fíxed temperature and degassing

temperature on surface area and pore slze wl1I be discussed in detaíl.
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The other aspect of the dfssertatlon wlll focus on some surface

propertfes of PTG. PTG, coated wfth a unlform layer of platlnum, will

be discussed. Itrs use as a hydrogen detector and rrlngredlentsrr that

enhances/affects fts response to hydrogen wtll also be dfscussed,

together r^rith an attempt to correlate the deep blue colour of plain PTG

after electroreductlon with the energy separation, between the

conductlon band, Ec, and the Ferml level, Ef. Ftnally, infra-red study

on the dehydroxylation process wlll be correlated with the sllght

decrease 1n surface area upon subjecting PTG to high temperature-hígh

vacuum treatment.



CHAPTER 2

A THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF THE ADSORPTION

THEORIES AND THE ELUCIDATION OF SURFACE AREA

AND PORE SIZE
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2.T INTRODUCTION

lJhen a gas 1s permltted to come lnto contact with an evacuated

solid ln a ttrestrictedt'envlronment, quite a considerable amount of the

gas ls taken up (adsorbed) by the solfd. For example, charcoal has the

abillty to take up several ti¡nes ftts or¡n volume of varíous gases under

the above condftÍons. Thls power depends on the amount of surface area

that ls exposed. The first systematic investlgations on the above

phenomenon Lrere conducted by de Saussure Icited frorn S. Brunauer, ref.

t36ll in 1814 when he analysed the uptake of gases by several solids.

In this dissertation, the historícal interests of the above events will

not be emphasized but a review of the theories of the above phenomenon

r¿í 11 be presented in the course of thís r.rork.

How do the gas molecules disappear from the

the solid? Before that detail is presented,

gas phase upon contact

there are a few termswith

which

i)

ought to be defined.

Adsorptlon - This is the condensatfon of gas molecules on the

surface of the so11d.

ii) Absorption - Thls process

ínto the bulk

díffusfon of gas molecules

(or liquid) via the pores,

involves the

of the solíd

fii) Sorption

iv) Adsorbent

etc.

ThÍs is the term used to describe the simultaneous

occurrence of both adsorption and absorption.

The solid that adsorbs the gas molecules from the gas

or vapour phase.

The gas or vapour that attaches to the surface of the

adsorbent.

v) Adsorbate
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In splte of the above definftlons, ft 1s difficult to determine

whether the adsorbate 1s lnside or outside the adsorbent. For a htghly

porous naterlal llke charcoal, only a fraction of the total surface area

is exposed, even under the microscope. So long as the adsorbates do not

penetrate lnto the "force fleld[ exerted by the atoms, ions or molecules

lnside the solid, they are considered to be residing on the external

surface though 1t may be on the insfde of the adsorbent.

If the gas molecules enter the insíde of the solid, the following

may occur:

1) it may form a rsolldf solutíon by just díssolving into the

cracks or flssures

OR

2) ít rnay react wíth the adsorbent formíng a compound.

Upon warmlng or degassing, the fírst case may exhibít a phenomenon

termed t'hysteresís" which wíll be dealt wíth in the later sectfon.

Suppose the gas remaíns on the surface of the adsorbents, then two

sítuations may arise:

1) a weak adsorbate-adsorbent interaction may occur' a Process

identical to condensation

OR

2) a strong adsorbate-adsorbent fnteractÍon occurs, resultlng

in the equivalence of a chemical reaction.

The former case is termed physical adsorption or physiosorption whereas

the latter 1s called chemlcal adsorption or chemísorption.

Van der Waals adsorptÍon is occasfonally used to describe the former

case, lnplylng that van der Waals forces are being utllized. Actívated

adsorptfon, a term coined by Taylor I37l in 1931 is used to lndicate the
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latter case as it involves an activatlon energy just as most chemical

reactlons do.

2-2 The Solíd-Gas Interface

Regardless of the nature of the surface or the adsorbate, the

concentration of the adsorbate is always found to be greater near the

lmmediate viciniÈy of the surface relative to the gaseous phase if

equílibrium exists in the system. In any solid (or líquid), the aÈoms

at the surface are always subjected to unbalanced attractíve forces

acting normal to the plane of the surface. This defect ís partially

restored by adsorbing the adsorbate. This process is usually exothermic

and ít is a spontaneous occurrlng process. Hence the Gibbs free energy

AG is negative, indicating that the term (AH-TAS) must also be negatíve.

aG = aH - TAS (2.01)

where AH = heat of reaction

AS = entropy change of the process

T = absolute temperature

The gaseous phase is the most

beíng adsorbed

thus producíng

negative. In

by the surface,

a more ordered

dísordered state.

it loses some of

state. Therefore

If the molecule is

itrs degree of freedom,

the entropy term becomes

be negative, thusother words, the ÂH term must also

making AG negatíve or AU< TAS.

As mentloned earlíer, gas molecules can be physically or chemícally

adsorbed on the surface. In the former case, van der hlaals interaction

is ínvolved and the energy release is tantamount to the enthalpy of

condensation of the gas nolecules. For example, the heat of physlcal

adsorption of nltrogen on an iron catalyst is betweerL g-Lz kJ mole-l
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whereas the heat of liquefactlon of gaseous nitrogen ls about 6 kJ

-1nole -. This snall amount of energy can easily be elfmlnated as

vfbratlons of the lattice and dlsslpated as heat. On the other hand, a

bond (usually a covalent bond) l-s formed between the adsorbate and

ignored adsorbent ln chemfsorptlon. A molecule undergoing such process

rnay be torn apart 1n order to satlsfy the valencies of the surface

atoms, thus loosJ-ng lts identity. For lnstance, nl-lrogen molecule

becomes nitrogen atoms upon adsorbíng onto the surface of the iron

catalyst, the heat of adsorptlon befng 146 kJ rol.-1. Brfefly, the

following points can be used to distlnguish physiosorptíon and

chemÍsorptfon:

a) For physfosorption, the heat of adsorptlon H"d" 1" of the order of

magnitude as the heat of líquefactl-on of the gas molecules and 1s rarely

more than two or three times as large. Typically, the values are less

than 20 kJ ¡nole-l. In contrast, chemLsorption results in the formation

of bonds and the range of H"O" falling between 40-800 kJ mole-l.

b) Physlcal adsorptfon permÍts the formation of multi-layers whereas

onl-y a monolayer Ís permitted by chemisorptl-on.

c) The rate of physical adsorption fs always fast, as ín the

condensation of a vapour on the surface of its own líquid because there

ís no apprecíable actívation energy. The process of chemisorptíon, in

contrast has an actÍvation energy barrier as illustrated ín Fig. 1 t75].

d) Physlosorptíon, like condensatfon r¡111 occur with any gas-so1íd

system provided that the conditlons of the temperature and pressure are

suitable. Chemfcal adsorption wfll only occur 1f the gas ls capable of

formlng a chemical bond with the surface.



1: Potentíal ener d am for the adso tíon of h r on níckel

from refz 75 ).

D h-n Díssociation energy of hydrogen ( =434 KJ mole -1

aIiP Enthalpy of physical adsorptíon (negligible).

-1

oduced

)

ata Enthalpy of chemisorption (ætZS KJ mole )

AE = Activation energy for chemisorption.

P = Physícal adsorption.

Ç = ChemlsorpÈíon.

{
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e) A physiosorbed layer may be removed by reducing the pressure, at

the temperature at which adsorption occurred, although ít uray be slow on

account of dfffusion effects. The removal of a chemisorbed layer

usually requíres more drastlc measures such as hígh temperature.

f) Physiosorption 1s usually related to liquefaction. Thís only

occurs to an appreciable extent at pressures and temperatures close to

those required for líquefactlon. Although these criteria are

unquestionably useful, iÈ can be nísleadíng if the matería1 ís highly

porous. Chemisorption, beíng assocLated r¿ith much stronger forces

should be capable of occurrlng at hígher temperature, well above the

boiling point of the adsorbate at the operative pressure.

2-3 Theory of Adsorption of Gases on Solid Surfaces

Let us consider a surface on whích a certain number of molecules

are already adsorbed. There ís a probability that an impingÍng molecufe

will not strike an empty site but on top of an adsorbed molecule l¡hich

is already physically adsorbed there. The probability of the above

happening íncreases with the number of molecules adsorbed. If the

molecules, when strikíng on a layer of molecules whích are already

adsorbed are attracted by suffíciently great forces, multilayer

adsorption occurs.

In the above phenomenon, several theories have been developed ín

order to correlate and explain experimental data !üith a theoretical

approach. Polanyí [cited from Young and Cror,¡ell in ref . t38]] ln 1914

extended the idea of de Saussure to construct the potentíal theory.

Briefly, it ís assumed that the 'radsorptíon space" has the same
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edsorptfon potential fn the vfcfnity of the adsorbentfs surface as

illustrated fn Fig. 2. Let ABCD be a sectlon through the I'adsorption

"p"""¡' 
(see Fig. 3) and abAB corresponding an equfpotentlal surface.

hrhen the space of volume V between CDcd and ABab 1s filled wlth

adsorbate, the adsorptlon potential e at the surface of ABab is

P
E RT/In ( o/ )

P
(2.02)

ísotherm

r¡here P

p=

Assumíng

V r.rill be given by

V w/P (2.03)

where W = adsorption in grams corresponding to pressure P

?= d"n"ity of liquid adsorbate

Since both V and t can be evaluated from the experÍmental data, V can

thus be represented as

V = f (Ê) (2.04)

to derive an expression for

= saturated vapour pressure of adsorbate

equíIibrium pressure of adsorbate

that the adsorbed adsorbate exists as a liquid, then the volume

No attempt was made

from the potential

derivatíon in 1947.

theory untll DubinÍn et al.

the adsorption

[39] presented a

The attempt to explafn the sigrnold or S-shaped adsorption lsotherms

commonly encountered at high relative pressures was fl-rst undertaken by
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de Boer and Zwikker 1n 1929 [cfted from ref. t33]1. Agaín briefly, the

surface 1s assumed to lnduce dlpoles fn the first layer of adsorbed

molecules and these dtpoles 1n turn induce dfpoles in the second layer

and so on. The magnftude of the lnduced dipole moment decreases

exponentially as the number of layers increases. The final isotherm

equation ls given by

rr, (P /Po 
)

K3

0
KzKt

(2.0s)

where
Kt , K2, K, = constants

and B = coverage which is equal to V/Vo,, V, being the volume

of adsorbate requíred to completely form a monolayer.

lf K3 ís unity, then equation (2.05) transforms to

(2.06)(P /Po 
)1n *r*f

or
PlP + 0lnK,1n(ln( o)) 1nK,

= lnK^ + V/V* lnK, (2.07)

Since0=V/V.
m

However, the above concepts are obsolete now, and hence the reader is

requested to refer to the reference quoted [33'39].

The first theoretical approach to descibe the relationship between

the amount of gas adsorbed and the equilíbrium pressure of the gas at

constant temperature was due to I. Langmuír Ín 1915 t40]. But prior to

the díscussion of the theory and subsequently ftrs modificatíon to
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explaln nultllayer adsorptions, let us not neglect

adsorption isotherm encountered by earlier studies

the various type of

t41l .

2-4 The Adsorptlon Isotherm

As stated earlier, a solld that has been evacuated and degassed

will adsorb a large volume of adsorbate if exposed ln a closed space at

some defÍnlte pressure. This is nanifested by a gradual reduction in

pressure of the adsorbate and an increase Ín the weÍght of the so1id.

Eventually the pressure becomes constant at a value say P and

correspondingly, the weíght ceases to increase any further. The amount

of adsorbate adsorbed can thus be calculated from the fall in pressure

by the application of the gas laws if the volume of the vessel,

temperature and the adsorbent 1s knorsn, or it can be determined directly

as the increase ín weíght of the adsorbent ln the case where a sprÍng

balance 1s used.

The adsorption process is a consequence of the fÍe1d force at the

surface of the adsorbent which attracts the adsorbate, either

physíosorbed or chemisorbed depending on the forces of attractlon

ernanating from the adsorbent. In any event, the amount adsorbed depends

on the equilfbrium pressure P, the temperature T and the nature of the

adsorbate and adsorbent. In other words, the amount adsorbed can be

represented as

V = f(P, T, adsorbate, adsorbent) (2.08)

where V is the volume adsorbed.

If the temperature 1s kept constant' then
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v = f (P)r,adsorbate, adsorbent Q'og)

If the experfment is conducted below Ëhe critícal temperature of the

adsorbate, that ls fn the vapour state, then

where P

v = f(P)rradsorbate, adsorbent

fs the saturated vapour pressure of the adsorbate.

(2.10)

A plot of V

adsorbed andagainst P/Po represents the relatfonshlp between the amount

the pressure. These plots are called adsorptÍon lsotherms.

A 1íterature survey on physícal adsorption w111 reveal an enormous

amount of work done on the above subject on a wlde variety of

adsorbents. Nevertheless, the uajority of the ísotherms can be

classified into six types, the first flve types essentially those

proposed by Brunauer, Demlng, Deming and Teller [41] (BDDT

classification or conmonly refered to as BET classification) whereas the

last type 1s more recent 1421. Examples of these lsotherms are

illustrated in Fig. 4.

2-5 Types of Adsorption Isotherms

Type I

The typical characterístic of thls type of ísotherm is its long

flat branch which ls quíte horizontal. In most cases' lt cut.s the

relative pressure axís P/Po = I sharply but others produce a "tailtt.

Thfs characteristic may be caused by the mícroporous nature of the

adsorbent, fn other words the pores are very narro\d and are less than a

few molecular dlameters wLde. Langrnuír [40] considered this horfzontal

reglon as the completíon of a monolayer but Sfng 1,421 attrLbuted 1t to

be the prímary adsorptfon process whereby pore fílling occurred.

ttMolecular sieve zeollterr exhlbits an ísoÈherm r¡íth a horizontal plane

over a huge range of. P/P^. Thts suggests that the adsorptlon fs
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controlled by the microporesf voLume beslde reveallng that the external

surface area Ís small. Note that thls 1s a reversíble isothern and

though hysteresís effect is seldom encountered, lt ls sometimes

observed, for example in the adsorptlon of benzene on activated coconut

shel1 charcoals. However, no explanatlon was forwarded by the authors

to explafn the hysteresfs effect t43]. In some cases, low pressure

hysteresís may be assocfated wlth rractlvatedrr entry of adsorbate

molecules through the fíne capillaries or constrictions 1,421. An

example whích íllustrates Type I isotherm ís the adsorption of oxygen on

carbon.

Type II

Thfs type of isotherm is usually assocíated wíth the physical

adsorption of nitrogen and other non-porous on non-porous or macroporous

materíals. It ís usually called the sigmoíd or I'S-shapedrr fsoËherm.

This characteristic is caused by the lack of 'trestriction'r lmposed on

the physíosorption on a heterogenous surface (Ín partícular), whereby

multilayer adsorptíon can occur. The adsorbate-adsorbate and

adsorbate-adsorbent Ínteractions have a pronounced influence on the

features exhibited by thís ísotherm. The linear portLon of this

isotherm corresponds to the formation of a complete monolayer and the

beglnnÍng of the formatfon of the second layer. The value V, derived

fror¡ this ísotherm (so called Point B method) can be used to derive the

surface area of the adsorbent. This procedure wíll be revl-ewed later.

The adsorption of nitrogen on iron catalyst at 77K follol¡s this

lsotherm.
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Tvpe III

Thfs type of fsotherm is seldom encountered. It does not exhibit
ttPolnt B" though some systems dfd give a gradual curvature at the point

equivalent to Polnt B of Type II. It fs convex to the relatfve pressure

axis over ltfs entlre range, thus making the ldentiftcation of Poínt B

extremely dfffícult or virtually impossfble. Usually the

adsorbate-adsorbent ínteractlon ís very weak lf the adsorbent obeys the

above p1ot. An example Ís the adsorption of bromlne on non-porous

sílica at 77K.

Type IV

The initíal part of the isotherm follows precisely the same pattern

as that of Type II except that adsorption fncreases as the pressure of

the adsorbate approaches the saturated vapour pressure Po in Type IV.

In Type II, maximum or almost maxímum adsorption is achíeved at some

pressure much lower than the saturated vapour pressure of the adsorbate.

However, the exhibition of hysteresÍs effect is the most promínent

feature of Type IV isotherm. Síng [42] attríbuted this to be associated

with the secondary pore-filling process, and this ís the portion of the

isotherm r.rhich can be used to determine the pore size and the pore

volume.

Type V

This fs probably the most difficult isotherm to interpret. A

hysteresÍs which ls often observed is generally related

condensation. Adsorbate-adsorbent interaction is also

size distributíon

to capíllary

very weak.

can be evaluatedNeither the surface area nor the pore

wfth confidence. In some cases, a low pressure hysteresis had been
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observed and this is attributed to the slow rehydratton of the surface,

for example the adsorptlon of.\{ater vapour on charcoal at 373 K.

Type VI

This type of isotherm does not fit lnto the conventional BDDT

classlfication. A step-wise rnultilayer formatíon occurs on a uníform

surface whereby each of the first few layers is adsorbed over a

restricted range of pressure. The step heíght which corresponds to the

monolayer capacit.y wi-l1 remaín constant for tr^ro or three layers. At

very low pressure, the ísotherm is convex. An example of this lsotherm

is illustrated by krypton on carbon (graphitized at 2700"C) ar 90K.

As mentioned earlier, Langmuir t40] initiated the theoretical

approach to explaín the adsorption of gases on the surface. Since his

theory serves as the basis for the development of other theories to

explain multilayer adsorptlon, ít would therefore be ínappropríate to

neglect it.

2-6 lhe Langnulr Theory

Langmuir [40] visualÍzed the adsorptíon process at equilíbrium to

be dynamic whereby the adsorbate molecule wíll be adsorbed if it

ímpinges on å vacant site but elastically reflected away íf it iurpinges

on an occupied site. The adsorbed molecule will relinquísh itrs kinetic

energy to the surface of the adsorbent whích in turn will either lose it

by vÍbration of the lattíce or dissipated it as heat. If these adsorbed

species manage to acquire suffÍcient energy, they wíll desorb from the

surface. Hor^rever, Langmuír assumed that there ís a tirne lapse during
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the acqulsltlon of thfs energy and thls is what causes the adsorptfon

phenomenon.

At equllfbrium, the rate of adsorpÈion equals the rate of

desorption. The number of molecules irnpingfng on a unit area of surface

per unlt time is given by

D = P(zrrrtt)-t (2.11)

where

and

P = pressure

m = mass of adsorbate nolecule

k = Boltzmann constant

T = absolute temperature

The following assumptíons were introduced:

f) The probabÍlity of evaporatlon of an adsorbate molecule from the

surface is ldentícal irrespectíve of whether the nelghbouríng site on

the surface is occupied or not. In other words, the adsorbate-adsorbate

ínteraction Ís assumed to be negligible or absent.

ri) A molecule that iurpinges on a vacant site wí1l be adsorbed but

reflected away elastlcally if Ít fnpinges on an occupied sl_te, that ís
there ls no loss of kinetic energy, ff ít collides with an adsorbed

molecuIe.

iÍr) The heat of adsorptÍon on all sites are equlvalent.

iv) Only a monolayer is forrned.

Based on the above assumptions, the rate of adsorption Ro can be

represented as



RA = (o(1-9)\)
20

0 = coverage

(o= condensatl-on coefficlent, that 1s,

the ratio of lnelastic collisions

(2 .12)

r¡here

and

resultfng in adsorption

number of collísíons of

with the surface.

to the total

gas nolecules

Simí1arly, the rate of desorptíon \ is given by:

RD u0 (2.13)

where

tl= number of ¡nolecules leavÍng the

surface, a parameter rshich is dependent

on the adsorbate-adsorbent binding energy.

lf € ís the heat of adsorption, then molecules that have acquÍred energy

E r¿ill be able to desorb from the surface províded that E2rê.

At equilibrium,

RD (2.14)

that ís

o(o (1-0) uÐ (2.ls)

Substituting equation (2.11) into (2.15)

Re=

d,or {zorrr)-t(r-0) ue (2.16)
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Rearranging and solving for 0

0
bP

1+bP

r.rh ere
a(o

(2.L7)

b (2.18)

Equation (2.r7) is kno¡^m as the Langmuír adsorption ísotherm. Though

the above concept is applicable to a certaín extent, it received wide

críticísm. To date, the constant b ís found to be L44l

h3r" {r) exp (-élkr)

3/2 s/2

---------1,
( 2rrmkf ) 

-2

b
( 2n rn) (tr¡ f (r) (2.1e)

ob

where

h = Planck constant

f_(T) and f_(T) = internal partítÍon functíons of aa s'
molecule ín the adsorbed and gaseous

state respeetively.

é = heat of adsorption which is equivalent to the energy

required to transfer a molecule from the lowest

adsorbed state to the lowest gaseous state.

The derivatíon of the Langmuír adsorption ísotherm ís essentially based

on kinetics. Thermodynamic properties are thus 1íab1e to be concealed.

In other r¡ords, the adsorptíon process depends only on the condensation

and evaporatlon of the adsorbed molecules. The term b Ís entropy

dependent and wíll only be constant if the free energy of adsorption

does not vary with coverage 1441, rn reality, the energetic equívalence
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of all adsorptlon sltes 1s not true. Thus the Langmuir adsorption

lsotherm w111 not be obeyed unless the surface is unlform and

adsorbate-adsorbate fnteractlon is negligfble, otherwise the lnformation

derived wl11 be misleadfng. But Brunauer and co-workers Í44] disagreed

wlth the above. They pointed that the rnost lmportant factor is b, a

term which involves the heat of adsorptlon. They argued that the

opposing effect of lateral lnteractlon energíes between the physiosorbed

species and the heat of adsorption of molecules at low coverage when the

vacant sites possess the highest energíes compensate each other, thus

making€ approximately constant. The entropy term may partially be

compensated byé. DespÍte all of the criticisms and comments, the

Langmuir equation is still applicable if b is constant but the most

important contribution ís its basis for the development of multilayer

adsorption theory by Brunauer et al. [33] r¿ho overcame the problem of

multilayer adsorptíon by focusslng theÍr attention to the process of

Ínterchange of rnolecules between the gas phase and the adsorbed species.

2-7 The BET Equation

Fig.

1331. In

site and

5 represents the model proposed by Brunauer and co-workers

thís mode1, varying numbers of molecules can condense on one

there is dynamic equllibrium within

the

the

is

1,

number of molecules desorbíng per second

number condensing per second on the layer

the (r,-t ) 
th

LetA,A
o

2, 3...n...

each layer. For example,

1n layer n is equivalent to

ímmediately below ft, that

layer.

IrA2...An be the surface area

layers of adsorbed molecules

that ls covered by

At equiltbrium, A

of condensation on

only 0,

is
o

theassumed to remaín constant. Hence the rate
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Fig 5: The BET Model For Adsorption

(reproduced from reference (36)).
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Thus

(rtAo

r¡here

P

and
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to the rate of desorption from the first layer.

(-aEl/Rr) (2 .20)

= equlllbrlum pressure

= heat of adsorptlon of the flrst layer

= constants.

= Ê1e, "*P

aEt

dt'Êt

It Ís also assumed that dr-,Ê, and AE, are independent of the number of

adsorbed molecules already present 1n the first layer, an identical

assumptíon made by Langmuir [40] in his derivation of the Langmuir

adsorptíon isotherm. Similarly A, must also remain constant at

equllibrium. Notice that there are four ways ln l¡hich A, can vary:

í) Adsorption of molecules on vacant sites

íi) Evaporation from the first layer

ííi) Condensation on the first layer and lastly

iv) Evaporation from the second layer

The above conditíon can be expressed mathematically as:

% (-AEr/Rt) = 9rdr.*p(-ôE2lRT) * drrAo (2 .2r)

where d2,012 and E, are similarly def ined to (

Substituting equation (2,20) ínto (2.2L)

yleld s

drtor = ( rar"*p(-ôE2 /Rr)

+PAt Êrer.*p

I 1
a.Y
I

and AEr.

solvíng the equationand

(2.22)
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rn short, the rate of condensation on top of the flrst rayer ís equal to

the rate of evaporatlon of the second layer. Based on the same

arguments to the second and consecutive layers, the multilayer foruration

can be described as

d:toz = Ê3ar"*n (-aE3/Rr)
l¡

I ; Q.23)
I'

dnPAr,-t = 
F'nr,"*P 

(-aEn/RT)

The total surface 
"t"t 

Saot 1s defined as the sum of all the areas, that

1s¡

S

@x
n=U

Atot

and the total volume V astot

n
(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

V ntot

V_ = volume of adsorbate adsorbed on a square metre
o

of the adsorbent surface when Ít is covered

with a complete unimolecular layer of adsorbed

adsorbate.

Divide equation (2.25) by (2.24):

V

AV

coxo n=0

vz\
o n=0

tæ/x
/ n=o

n

where

that ls,

co
tot

V nA A
n

S tot

v tot
A

s tot xV
o

et
1å nA

ntx

n

(2.27)
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the volume of adsorbate requíred to form a complete monolayer, is
m

given by

ot

Substitute equation (2.28) into (2,27 ) yíelds

V =V xSm0t

ot nA
V n

m

It is also assumed that

.... OE' =AEL

where AEL = heat of líquefaction of adsorbate molecules and

V

i) Ã82 = ÀE3 =

E

@

X
n=o

tû

/Y
/ n=o

Êt
o(n

(2.28)

(2.30)

(2.3r)

A
n

1a., þ, =Êt -
% o(3

oÞ

wheregisaconstant.

The above assumptions imply that the second and the consecutive

layers have identical properties as those in the liquíd state. As

mentioned earlier van der hraals forces are involved in physícal

adsorption. Slnce the fírst layer is in contact with the surface of the

adsorbenÈ, it Èherefore experiences this force. The second and hígher

layers are assumed to be ttsparedtt from thís force. Let

A-=vA
o

(2 .32)
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$rhere

Simflarly,

r¡here

and

Similarly,

where

p- Pexn (aEt /Rr)

Mt

P exp 6EL/RT )

a(. I

A2=

v

Y

A

XA

c

A

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.3s)

(2 .36)

A^
J 2

n

)- x-Ar

=XAn-I

= xt-14
n

n-1
yX

cxxA
o

o

C =Y/X

Q1B exl[ ( aEl-aEr) /nr1

FI

Substitute equation (2.35) ínto (2.29)
@

Vtot CA x Ixn [1+C x
and sinplífying

ú

X
n

n A
o n=1

m

The sum¡nation term in the denoninator ís the sum of an ínfinite

geometrÍc progression.

v o n=l

xnõ*-
00x
n=1

x (2 .37 )
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The numerator 1s thus equivalent to the dffferential of equation (2.37),

that ls,

e
-+o-E xn ry x+ (*11-x)

n=Ì

æ
-

Substitute equation (2.37) and

X

( r -x )
2

(2.38) and slmplifying

(2.38)

(2.3e)
V ott CX

V
m

tot
V (1-P/Pom

On rearranging equation (2.42),
- PlP + C(P/P ) )

o o

vcP
m

(r-x) (r-x+cx)

On a free surface, an infinite number of layers can build uP on the

surface when the pressure approaches the saturated vapour pressure of

the adsorbate. To ¡nake Vroa =@when P = PorX must be unity ín equation

(2.39). Thus

f = (P/g)exp(aEr/RT)

= (rolg)exp(aEr/RT) (2.40)

ln other words,

1 = X = P/P (2.4r)
o

Substitute equatfon (2.41) into (2.39)

v (2.42)C P

)( 1

It
"tot -

(Po- P)[ I + ( c - 1) ( P/Po) ]

(2.43)
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This equatíon (equation (2.43)) is known as the "simple" or "ø-form" BET

equation. For the purpose of testing equation (2.43), it can be

expressed as

P I (c-1)P
V CP+ (2 .4 4)

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.48)

V ( P -P) V ctot o

As the equilíbrium pressure P, approaches the saturated vapour pressure

P_ of the adsorbate, the graph becomes convex to the pressure axis.
o

Likewíse, the graph will be concave in the low pressure region since the

constant C is larger than uníty, thus resulting in two regions. Note

that equatíon (2.44) is comrnonly referred as the BET "two-parameter"

equation for obvious reason. tf P <<P
o

then equation (2.44) transforms

AS

m

VCP
m l('.+=)V tot P

o

Provided that UIPz/d20 ì does not deviate much from unity, then the

average heat of adsorption ín the first layer can be determined as:

c= d'r Êz
X, 8.,-\-

exp[ ( aE -AE )/ nr 11 L

È exp[ aEt -aEL ] Q.47)
Suppose the adsorption occurs in a restrícted area and not on a free

surface, then only finite layers n can be buílt on the surface of the

adsorbent when P=Po. Thus the summation of the two series ín equation

(2.36) is to be expanded to the nth term only. Therefore

CXV ) xt + ,, Xt*l
1+(C-1)X-CXt+r

m 1-(n*1vaoa
(1-x)

V tthe terms X,
m

V to ,Cand nas defÍned earfíer. Thís equation is
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referred as BET "three-parameterrr equatlon. í) hlhen n=@, equation

(2.48) becomes equarlon (2,43). fi) Ithen n=l, equarion (2.48) reduces

to equation (2.45).

rn the development of the BET theory, it was assumed that the

adsorbed molecule is unable to evaporate if there ís another adsorbed

molecule on top of ít. 0n the other hand, Huttig [cíted from young and

Crowell t38]l argued that evaporation is possible if there is another

adsorbed species on top of ít. His equatíon is

vtot
m

cPlPo Pl+

X=P/P
o

Õ- = proportíonality function ¡^rhich is

temperature dependent and is given by
.,

kT/181IâÚr 6ù being energy per unít surface

and t, the interlayer spacing

0 = coverage

(2.4e)
1+ cP P o

Po

There are Ëuro points to note in this equation:

i) At P=Po, the maximum number of layers that can occur on the surface

is finite and is given by 2C/ (1+C).

íi) Equation (2.49) j-s an extensíon of Langmuir adsorptíon isotherm by

a factor (1 + P/Po).

The other modification was by McMillan and reller t45]. They argued

that surface tension would oppose the build-up of the thickness of the

adsorbed layers. The final form of the isotherm is gíven by

_1
-lnX =Cfg - (2.s0)

r^rhere

and
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For further detalls ebout the urodificatlons, the reader 1s referred to

the book by Young and Crowell on frPhysical Adsorptlon of Gases" t38].

the BET theory, though achieving much success, has had several

defects too. The BET constant C (from equatíon (2.35)) which deternlnes

the nature of the plot 1s not unlty at all ín a najority of cases. At

the present moment, there ls still no defÍnÍte h'ay of determinfng C

preclsely. Secondly, the assumption that an energetÍcalIy equivalent

surface exists fs often nisleading. Joyner and Emmett Í46] found that

the differential heat of adsorptíon of nftrogen on pre- and

post-graphitízed carbon blacks (Temp = 3000oC) varied. ThÍrdly, the

horizontal adsorbate-adsorbate fnteraction becomes more pronounced as

the number of layers lncreases. DespÍte these setbacks, the BET

equation 1s still the most practical and impressive theory developed to

date for the determination of surface areas.

As mentioned earlier, the almost línear portion contaíns a point

calledrrPoint Brrwhích Brunauer and Emmett [47] concluded to be the

completíon of a monolayer. By extrapolating the linear portion to P=0,

the authors found that the surface areas derlved were very satisfactory.

Halsey [48] pointed out that "Poínt B" is the regíon where dramatíc

adsorption of molecules occurs. By treating the surface of the

adsorbent as a uniform surface and lettÍng the effect of heat of

adsorption in the r,th 1"y", be a function of n, he found that the

surface areas derived by using trPolnt B" are comparable to the BET

analogues. l.lhite t49 ] concluded that accurate surf ace area

determinatlon was possible provlded C is greater than 9. Though

experimental data such as heat of adsorption, etc, lent much support to
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thls nethod, the rellabfltty of thls method 1s still fn doubr due to rhe

dlfflculty 1n locatfng the preclse ttPoint 8".

Frour the above dlscussf.on, the relatfonship between the adsorption

fsotherm, the surface area and pore structure 1s indeed very Íntimate.

Very often, a hfghly porous materlal has large surface area. In such a

system, ft fs desirable to have a huge internal uricroporous network

where total contribution to the total surface area fs great. These

networks are composed of pores - big or smal1. Adopting the IUPAC

classíficatlon 1.42), these pores can be classified into three

categorles:

i) Macropores - pores hrith \.'idth great.er than 500Â

ii) Mesopores - pores l¡ith L'idth between 20Â, and 500Â

Íii) Micropores - pores wíth wídth less than 204

There are several ways in whlch pores aríse, namely precípítation,

sublimation, thermal decompositíon and leachíng of substances. These

pores, ín various sizes and shapes, will Ínfluence the form of the

adsorption isotherms. For example, wedge- or cone-shaped systems wí11

result in Type III, IV or V ísotherms t49] apart frorn the hysteresis

effect t501.

But what is hysteresís? Gas molecules wíll condense in some empty

pores at a certain pressure depending on the size and shape of the

pores. These condensed molecules will desorb from the pores at a

pressure whlch ís lower than the adsorption pressure. Under these

clrcumstances, the adsorption and desorptlon branches wÍll not cofncide,

therefore a hysteresis 1s sald to have occurred. In other words, when

an independent varlable changes dfrection, the dependent variable fails
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to retrace the forward path and hence 1t "lags" behind. A hysteresls

loop thus formed.

As in the case of adsorptlon, hysteresls loops are also cl-asslfied

fnto five groups vfz: type A-E dependlng on the steepness of the

adsorptlon and desorptlon branches or the pressure range. The various

types of hysteresfs loops are lllustrated fn Fig. 6 together wíth the

possibJ.e pore shapes that causes 1t t51]. Several theories have been

proposed to explain the hysteresis phenomenon but due to the enormous

volume available only some suggestions w111 be mentioned. Zsigmondy

Icited from Flood [51]] reckoned that insufficíent time is allocated for

equilibrium to exist due to the "permanent" ímpuritles in the gas or the

surface of the adsorbent. An increase in pressure removes the

impurities and eventually total "wettLng" of the pores occurs when the

pressure approaches the saturated vapour pressure of the adsorbate. The

contact angle (Þ ttt,t" becomes zero and on desorptÍon, the adsorption path

fs not traced due to difference of pressure (PA > PD). However, cohan

[52] argued that hysteresis will occur ln any systems even if complete

ilwetting" has yet to occur. rf there is innpuríty, then the hysteresis

should spread over the entÍre isotherm. McBain t53] attríbured the

phenomenon to be caused by pores possessing narro!¿ neck and wider bodv -

the so-called "Ink Bottlerreffect. The pore will not be filled until it

reaches a pressure correspondfng to the radius of the body (t'o.r) and

desorbs at a pressure corresponding to the radius of the neck (r , ).

Slnce rneck ( rbody, desorptfon occurs at a lower pressure than

adsorption. Cohan [54] in hts later paper extended McBafn's "Ink

Bottlerr hypothesis. He postulated that a meniscus should form at the

neck during adsorptíon at a pressure glven by
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-t' V cosö
ln (P /P

o

ln (P /P

r*RT
(2.s1)

(2.52)

but the body wfl1 (t'o.r t tn""k) only be filled at a much higher

pressure

glven by

than the above case. The pressure required to f111 the body is

o"6-2Úvc
)o

r¡here

K

= molar volume of adsorbate

= surface tenslon of lÍquld adsorbate

= Kelvin radius

Foster [34] viewed the hysteresÍs effect as a delay in the formation of

the meniscus. The adsorption branch is under the influence of the

pressure that results in the formation of multi-layer in accordance to

the BET equation. However, the desorption pressure which is a result of

the evaporation of the spherical meniscus is given by the Kelvin

equation (equation (2.52)). Naturally the two pressures differ and

hence hysteresÍs occurs. There are other theoríes such as the domain

concept, phase change, etc. which the reader ís referred to in Flood

l56l on the Solid-Gas Interface.

2-8 KeIvln Equation

The estfrnatlon of pore size is commonly based on the fact that the

adsorbate will condense ln narrow pores at pressures less than the

4. RT
Â

v

Í
r
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saturated vapour pressure of the adsorbate. This phenomenon can be

plctured as equivalent ot the work done ln enlarging a cavíty of radlus

r to r + dr by removing dn moles of liqutd from the rva1l of cavity and

transferring ft to the bulk lfqutd. By transferrlng the droplet Ínto

the lnterlor of the bulk, the change ln chemlcal potential is given by

(H-if¿)dn= c e.s3)
where p and !o are the chernícal potentlal of burk and droplet

respec t l-vely.

At constant pressure and temperature, surface tension X ís 
"q,.rat 

to

the partial derivative of the Gibbs free energy with respect to surface

"r"a à4, thar is

(+ts)r,P = r e.s4)

Thus at constant temperature and pressure,

(F - lla )dn = ðàa ( 2. ss)

2But area (A) of sphere = 4ffr

Hence

à a = Brrrdr

Thus

(2 . s6)

( il- Fa)dn = Srrr à r (2.s7)

Let v be the molar volume of adsorbate. By the additÍon of the tíny

droplet, the change Ín volurne of bulk ís gfven by

)v = vdn (2.s8)
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But the volume of sphere 1s glven by

v = 4Ír3 /3

Hence

br = 4tft2 dr

From equatíons (2.58) and (2.59), dn is gfven by

2

(2.se)

(2.6r)

dn = 4llr (2.60)

comparing equations (2.57) and (2.60), the change ín chemical potential

(il - !¿) is gíven by

(ir -f a) 2t v
r

For ldeal vapours, p and H¿ can be represented as

U=U *RTtnPt'oo (2.62)
and

,U¿= Fo * RT ln P ( 2,63)
where P is the equllibríum pressure over the curved surface and po, the

saturated vapour pressure of adsorbate. comparing equatfons (2.62) and

(2.63) ' (F - !¿) ís represented by

(U -!a) Rr ln (P /P) (2.64)

Hence

RTln( P/ P) 2lv/ r (2 .65)

Sínplifying equation (2.65) yÍelds

o

2{"
r

ln (P /P)
RT

(2.66)
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Equatlon (2.66) 1s called the Kelvin equatlon and r 1s the radius of the

Pore. If the contacÈ angleþ between soltd and the llquid exists (see

dfagram below)

Gas

0 Solid
Þ

ð*

f,t'

rSG

gt,,'
u-.-. <.-

úst
þ..

ðttLíquid

L=liquid G=gas S

Definitlon of

so lid

contact anele ð

then { will be represented by Icosþassuming the equílibrium exisrs in

the systen. Hence, the Kelvin equatíon will be altered as

ln (P/P - 2Ív cos (2. s2)o rRT

The importance of the desorption branch to the elucídation of pore

size cannot be denÍed. Bríeflyr âs this will be dealt wíth again later,

the pore size can be determined by using the desorption branch of the

isotherm and applylng the Kelvin equarion as used by Lippens et al i35l

and others. Hov¡ever, the practícal use of the above equation is limited

by the assumptfons that the contact angleÞ f" negligibl" (6=ú0o), rhe

pores are cylindrical and the assessment of thickness of adsorbed

layers. In spite of all the llmitatlons, the equation ls stilI

invaluable, for example, fn helplng us to assess the performance of a
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catalyst. From thfs brlef theoretLcal survey, it is apparent that the

characterisatlon of a support catalyst has been slrnplifled drastically

by the appllcatlon of the simple procedures outllned above. Desplte of

all the uncertaintíes and critícisms, the procedures wlll be ut111zed ín

the elucfdation of the surface area and pore structure of Porous Titania

Glass (PTG) in the subsequent chapter.



Chapter 3

FASRICATION OF MONOLITHIC TRANSPARENT POROUS

TITANIA GLASS
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3-1 Introductlon

Glasses' now wfdely accepted as an fnorganlc polymers are produced

by solldiflcatlon of oxides urelted at high temperature. This procedure

prohÍbits the precfse determinatlon of the molecular weíght as there is

no contror over the degree of polymerisation and occurrence of

cross-11nktng. lt has been demonstrated that monolithic oxide glasses

can be fabricated at lorv temperature [57] by the formation of an oxíde

network, thus allowing glass technologists to exercise significant

control over the nature and the extent of polymerÍsatíon, an advantage

that has benefíted organic polymer scientists for a long tíme. However,

the advancement ín glass formatíon ls largely attributed to the

successful utilisatlon of uretal-organlc compounds, particularly

metal-alkoxides and their properties plus the low cost of glass forming

species themselves such as Si,41, Tí, etc. which makes it favourable.

To date, various monolÍthic glasses are easily accessible to us with the

exception of Porous Titanía Glass.

Titanla gel was ffrst mentfoned by Rose Icired from ref. t19]l in

1823 by the fusíon of titanÍum dioxide and an alkalí carbonate and the

product treated subsequently by hydrochloric acid. However, no attempt

rsas made to dehydrate it to porous glass. In 1861, Thomas Graham Icited

from ref. t58]j successfully produced titania gel by dialysing titanic

acíd fn hydrochloríc acíd. Durfng the same period, Knop Icited from

ref. t58]] obtalned a transparent titania ge1 by neutralizlng tltanic

acid r¡fth ammonium hydroxide. In L925, Klosky and llarzano [58] prepared

the titania gel by adding concentrated hydrochloric acld (35y.) to sodium

titanate solutlon, a product from the fusion of sodium carbonate and
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tftanlum dfoxide. I.Ieiser and co-workers t59] reported that titania gel

was forued by partial neutralisatlon of tltanlum tetrachloride ln

concentrated hydrochlorlc acld below 0oC by arnmonfum hydroxide and the

sol-ge1 transltlon will not occur prlor to the removal of salts formed.

Harrís and llhitaker [60] fn an effort to ellninate the presence of

salts, utllized the hydrolysfs of tltanium alkoxÍdes which resulted in

the productlon of amorphous powders with large surface areas. Recently

Yoldas [57] reported on the formatíon of monolithic multi-component

glasses, for examplersilica-tÍtania glass by the polymerisation of a

partially slow hydrolysing alkoxfde, that is, silicon alkoxide with an

unaltered fast hydrolysíng alkoxíde such as titanium alkoxide. However,

the first successful fabricatlon of nonolithic transparent Porous

Titanla Glass (PTc) was achÍeved recently by Gesser e! el If9] by

controlled hydrolysÍs of titanium tetraehloride and careful dehydration.

In this sectíon, a detailed experi¡nental procedure and discussion will

be outlíned for the preparation of PTG.

3-2 Experimental

The preparation of monolithic transpârent PTG consists of six

Ð LdBEÞ .

f) DistillatÍon of doubly dísttlled water

ti) Low temperature hydrolysÍs of titanium tetrachloríde

fff) Removal of hydrochloric acid by low pressure díst111atíon

iv) VortexÍng

v) Dfalysis

vi) Dehydrating and anneallng
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3-2,1 Dlstl1latlon of doubly dtstflled Lrater

Potasslum Pennanganate crystals (Flsher certÍfied reagent) and a

potassíum hydroxlde pellet (Fisher certlfied reagenr) were dissolved

together 1n disttlled water 1n a round-bottom flask (pyrex,2 litre). A

few anti-bumping granules were added to the solution which was then

refluxed overnight prfor to distillatfon. Thís L¡as to ensure the

elimÍnation of organic fmpurities via oxídatíon. The purity of the

distillate was checked spectrometrically using a Beckmann DK-2A

double-beam sp.ectrometer and a 10 cm quartz cell.

3-2.2 Low Temperature Hyd ro lys is

Títanium tetrachloride (2s rnt, Fisher certified r'eagent) was

transferred to a dry conical flask using a dry measuring cylinder. The

solution r,ras cooled in a llquid nitrogen bath for approximately five

minuÈes with constant slTirling. Doubly distílled \.rater was added

dropwise to the frozen titanium tetrachloride using a disposable pipette

(Eye-dropper, Fisher Scientific). The flask was constantly removed from

the liquid nitrogen bath for swirling, thus ensuring that frozen !¿ater

^)L^-i aL^ 11--l- -----11 - -1.aulrErrl¡B Lu Lllc -LJ-ilsill wuuJ-u llterL. ¡ur a(lolELonal ¿) mL OI OOUDIy

distilled water in 5 ¡nL portions were added to the solution (reactants

and products) when the total volume approached 50 mL. The final total

volume r¡as 75 mL.



3-2.3 Removal of hydrochloric acid
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by 1ow pressure distlllation

Two 75 mL portlons of solutlon from stage (fi) r¡ere mixed in a

three-neck round-bottom flask (Pyrex, 500 nL). The mixture was diluted

r¡ith doubly dfstílled water to make up a total volume of 200 mL. A

magnetic stÍrrer was placed in the round-bottom flask which was

subsequently connected to the low pressure room temperature distillation

unit as shor¡n in Fig. 7. The receiving flask was cooled ín a liquid

nitrogen bath. The urixture \,ùas stirred vigorously and distillation

commenced by opening stop-cock Tl slowly. The round-bottom flask was

carefully immersed in a water bath which was heated electrically

("thermix" heater, Fisher ScÍentific) to about 60o-70oC. The coolant

was constantly replenished and the distí1IatÍon terminated after the

viscous solution became a solid mass (approxinately t hour). The solid

mass rras redíssolved with doubly distilled LTater (100 mL) and the

solidified hydrochloric acid (whíte solid) discarded by dissolving it in

r¡ater. The dístillation was repeated as outlined above and finally

terminated after a clear viscous solution was obtained (about 45

rninutes). The viscous solution was transferred to a clean conícal flask

(Pyrex, 250 mL) and diluted to 200 mL rsith doubly distilled water. It

\,¡as stoppered and stored in a refrigerator. This solution was referreci

as tt501200" P Hcl.

3-2.4 Vortexing

A known volume (usually 20 nL) of 'r50/200'r

100 ¡nL with

P HC1 r,üas transferrecì to

a clean conical flask and dfluted to doubly distilled \,ùater.
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rt was stoppered and cooled in a refrigerator. A stock solution of

potassium hydroxíde (2g, 20 rn].) rrras prepared and cooled. The cooled and

dlluted "50f200" P Hcl solutlon was stirred vÍgorously until a vortex

was created. Into the vortex, potassiun hydroxfde solution rvas added

dropwfse using a disposable pípette (see Fíg. s). vortexing was

continued at room temperature until cloudiness partíally or completely

dísappeared (approximately five hours). The vortexed solutíon was

stoppered and left to stand overnight in a refrigerator.

3-2.5 Dialysis

Dialysis tubing (Fisher, 3.1 cm width, car. number 08-667C) of

length 45 cm was soaked in dístilled rrrater for 10-15 minutes. One end

of the soft tubing lras tied wíth cotton thread and the cold vortexed

solution \rras transferred ínto it. The remaÍning end was then tíed as

illustrated in Fig. 9. The filled tubíng was díalysed with distilled

\.Iater and contÍnuously stÍrring the distilled ¡*rater with a magnetic

stirrer. The tubíng r{as occassionally inverted to ensure an even mixing

of the content and the distílled water changed constantly. The dialysis

!ûas terminated when the viscosÍty of the solution reached the point that
+l'^ ..^1^^,'*-, ^f rL 1t --- t I r 1L¡¡c verocaEy or Ene smarlesË br¡bDre \^ras approxlmately 0. 5-0.2 *r"-1

(about 3 hours). The content rr'as then transferred to four greased

(vaseline, cheesebrough Ponds (canada) Ltd.) petrí dishes (10 cm x 2 cm

high) by cuttÍng one end of the tubíng. Air bubbles \,üere removed wíth a

clean dísposable Plpette and the filled petri dishes were left to ser.
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3-2.6 Dehydration and annealÍng

The petrf dlshes were placed fn a dust-free constant temperature

(20'C) and hu¡nfdity controlled (79% humidfty, achieved by bubbllng air

lnto saturated ammonium chloride solution t61]) chamber. The gels were

left to dehydrate and shrÍnk (thts process took about 10-14 days). The

aír-dried glass was carefully removed by sliding a flexible wire

underneath the glass, thus breakÍng the surface tension. It r¿as then

gently lÍfted off uslng the flexlble r¿ire and the adhered grease removed
i

with Kleenex tissue IScotch (Canada) Ltd.]. The glass rsas left to

air-dry for 2-3 days. At this stage, the glass, when wetted with waler,

would fracture into many pfeces 
"

The thin fragile wafers (2 cm dlameter,0.l cm thick) were annealed

slowly at SoC/sÍx hours lnitiatly (1 day). The rate of annealing was

then lncreased to 10oC/síx hours. l.Ihen the annealíng temperature

approached 200'C, the temperature lras naintained for twenty-four hours

and subsequently cooled to room temperaÈure in the oven [The first stage

of annealing was done by INRAD, l.Iinnfpeg. Total time taken for the

whole annealing process was four days]. The sample was re-heated at

20"Clfíve hours. L¡hen the annealfng temperature reached 300"C, the

temperature

desíred) and

was mainÈained for 3-10 hours (depending on the porosity

subsequently cooled to room temperature.

brown wafers qrere reannealed to 300o at 30oC/hour. This

annealing temperature \ras mafntalned Ithis stage was done at the

Chenístry Department, Unfversíty of Manitoba, I{innÍpeg, and the total

duration of annealing was 14 hours] and subsequently cooled to room

temperature (12 hours). Residual potassium chlorlde that adhered to the

The dark
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surface of the glass was removed by soaking in doubly distllled ürater

(24 hours). The wafers were then air-dríed (2-3 days) and ¡vere

designated PTG300R, indicating that they were annealed at 300oC and

rinsed ln doubly dístilled !üater.

3-3 Results

Titanium tetrachlorÍde (TiC14) is a hygroscopíc, volatÍle fuming

1íquid (rnelting poínt = -23"C, boílíng point = 136"C t61l). It is

easily hydrolysed, forming a series of stable oxychlorides: TiC13(0H),

TiC12(0H)2, TiCl(0H), and r^¡íth excess water títanium hydoxíde (Ti(0H)4)

results. Thís non-violent hydrolysis can be represented as

TiC14 + nHrO ---+ TiCIO_rr(Ott

where n = 1r2r3 or 4.

+ nHCl (:a)
n

This hydrolysís is highly exothermíc and hydrochloric acid (HCl) is

produced simultaneously as white fumes, the najority of HC1 remaining in

the conícal flask as frozen aqueous HC1. I^Ihen 15 mL of doubly dístilled

r{ater was added to the system, a yellow solid which did not melt at room

temperature resulted. Further addition of doubly dístilled water

redissoh'ed the solid, transformíng it into a yellowísh sol-ution r.'hich

eventually lrent colourless r¡hen the total volume reached 70 mL.

HCl was removed accordíng to the procedures outlined by Kruczynskí

162). Further elimination of HCl or chloride from the oxychloride
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specles was achieved by the additlon of potassíum hydroxlde (KOH)

solutÍon vla the vortexing process.

Ticl (oH) +
3

Ticl 0H)
2

KOH --- Tf C12 (0H

KOH --+ TiCl(0H)+

2+ KCI

+ KC1

+ KCl

(3b)

(3c )

(3a¡

2 3

rfcl (0H) + KOH -----+ T1(0H)
43

The appearance of a whlÈe precipltate during the addítion of KOH

solution to the vortexed solution was attributed to the formatlon of

hydrated tltanium dioxide (T102). It redíssolved by prolong vortexing

at room temperature, the disappearance r¡as observed to be dependant on

the size of the particles formed ín t.he vortex additíon.

11 (0H)
4 (1) --+ TÍ0 + ( 3e)

2 (s) Hzo

The presence of KOH in the solution containing Ti0, may cause the

formatíon of soluble hydrated "títanates" having formulae such as

TTMr-Ti0rn.HrO and 142'TiZOS.n.HrO but of unknown structure. This

posslbílíty, however, cannot be neglected. The ldea of usíng llthium

hydroxlde or sodÍum hydroxfde as the neutralizing reagents had been

discarded due to the production of soft and easlly scratched glass and

the extruslon of sodium chloríde and the ease of crackíng [21]. Gesser

et al. 164l found that the most stable glass rvas formed usíng KOH as the

neutralizing reagent. Exposure of the vortexed solution to anbient

temperature for more than twelve hours resulted ln the precÍpítatlon of

amorphous Tt02, a whíte pfgment whose solubility depends largely on its

chemical and thermal history.
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condensatfon reactíons occurred on dlalysing whfch led to the

productlon of titanfa Jelly. Monollthíc transparent PTG were produced

after careful dehydratlon. These glasses shattered vío1ently on contact

with water. upon anneallng at 300oc, the shatterlng characteristic

disappeared but stfl1 retalnlng the s1Íght yel1owlsh transparent colour.

A 2% loss of weÍght by annealing PTG300R to 360"C was observed and rhis

Lras attributed to the loss of surface hydroxyl group and resídual

molecular water nolecules. Subjectlng the glass to higher annealing

temperature turned the glass completely hard and opaque.

3-A Discussion

As mentioned earlíer, copious amounts of HC1 were produced during

the course of thís reactÍon. Long and Davies [63] obtained a yellow

solid r.'hen the colourless TiCIO was added to concentrated HC1 and which

subsequently redissolved to give a yellow solutíon. From the Raman

studies, the authors suggested that the yellowish solid could be

titanium oxíde chloride Ti0C12.

TiCl + HrO -+ Ti0C12 + 2HCl
4

In the same plece of work, they

could be oxychloríde species of

1ÍC1 +nH

confirmed that the ye1lowísh

type ITiO2C14]-4 or ITiOCt5]

solut ion

3-

4

Ticl (ott¡
3

.0 ----â Ticl, (0H)¿ 4-n- 'n

2HC1 -+ H3Tí0C15

+ 2HC1 ----à H4Ti02Ct4

20
(3r¡

(3e)

(:tr ¡TiCl
2

(0H)
2

+

+nH
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In vlew of the fact that HCl tn the hydrolysls process Ìrras not removed

prior to dfstillation, the possibflity of the presence of rt0c1, and

-? t,-
ITf0c15]-3 or ITi02c14]4- "" the yellow solíd and yellow solurion

respectlvely cannot be denfed. The existence of titanium hexachloride
2_

species (TiC16' ) 1n the solution can be neglected since 1t was proven

by Long and Davies [63] to be the wrong species. Apparently increasing

concentratfon of rdater molecules fn the system favours the exÍstence of

species TÍC13(0H), TiCl2(0H)2, TiCt(Ott), or perhaps Ti(0H)4, a parhway

favoured by some glass producing specles such as boron alkoxídes. The

relative concentration of each of these transíent specfes will depend on

the avaílibilíty of water and the dílution of the system. Completion of

the hydrolysis which results 1n the formation of rí (ott)o or Tí0, couple

by the cooling effect inhibits polymerisarion. By dialysing the

solution, the rractive" species such as Ti(0u)O ímnediately undergo a

number of condensation reactions, forming a series of secondary species

where bridgíng occurs.

OH OH| 
" 

---^ 
IHO_Ti ¡ O_H HI_O_Ti_OH
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rn a homogenous system contaíning numerous rractiverr species, the

condensatlon process will only terminate v¡hen the ttactivett species are

completely eliminated. In spite of the long chain, the product remaíns

ln solutíon, presumably due to the residual hydroxyls on the polymer.

The presence of K+ ions in the solutíon had a pronounced effect on

the rate of polyrnerisation. The 0H group is a very polarised group,

which favours electrostatíc ínteractíon with K+ ions. Some form of

"shield" is apparently formed, thus inhÍbitíng the activity of the
ttactivert species. In other words, no notíceable condensation occurs.

This inhibiting effect can easíly be elíminated by dialysís as mentíonec1

above.

How does the ge1 manage to retain its structural irrtegrity during

the dehydation and annealing? How could it remaín monolithÍc? yoldas

t57] suggested that it may be due to a requirement for an average

interparticle distance which must not exceed a certaÍn limit imposed by

the gel' Other gels like silanols retain theír integríty by

cross-linking and maintaíning some hydroxyl and alkyl groups such that

the alkyl grouP ís positioned at the terrnfnal of the structural chains

rather than in the bridging posítíon. However, there ís still no clear

evídence as to how glasses are able to maíntain theír integrity and

certainly it wirt be of great interest to ínvestigate this. A1so, the

amount of residual K+ or cl ín the annealed gel has not been

determíned.



CHAPTER 4

SURFACE AREA AND PORE STRUCTURE OF POROUS TITANIA G LASS
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4-1 INTRODUCTION

The Índispensable BET equation

P
1

V

(c-l)P
+

today for the

derivation of

of information

(2.42)

determination of

the theory by

obtained is

( VPP ) C CPvÈot o

where P,
o

V
m

V tot
and C

is undoubtedly the

the surface area of

Brunauer et al. t::1

enormous. Together

m

equilibrlum pressure and saturated vapour pressure

of adsorbate molecuJ-e respectíve1y,

volume of adsorbate required to form a monolayer

volume of adsorbate

BET constant,

best known

m o

p=

a sample.

in 1937,

wíth the

equat ion

Sínce the

the amount

Kelvin equaÈion

ln(P/P ) -2fV cosÞ / rkRT (2.52)

(parameters t,l,f,tk,R and r as defined on pa$e38), the characterisation

of the sample becomes more meaningfulr particularly in assessing the

potentlal of the sanple as a catalysÈ. EarlierrHarris and htritaker t60j

used the above equations to study the surface propertÍes of titanía

derived from the steam hydrolysis of several titaníum tetra-alkoxides.

siurilarly, El-Akkad [20] characterfzed anatase titania gel using the

approach mentioned earller. The author reported a decrease 1n surface

area of titania ge1 wlth respect to increasfng annealing temperature.
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An ldentlcal trend r¡as observed by Gesser and speers [64] ln porous

Tftanfa Glass (PTc). However, the authors concluded thelr work r¡lthout
fnvestfgatlng the pore structures sfnce surface areas were determlned

only by the gas chromatographfc method. rn this chapter, a detailed
picture will be presented for the determínation of the effect of the

anneallng temPerature, length of annealing time at constant annealing

temperature and the degassfng temperature on the surface area and pore

structure of PTG uslng the standard volumetric method at 77K, ð,ry

nitrogen being the adsorbate.

4-2. The sam 1e tube

Fig. 10 Íllustrates the desfgn of the quartz sample tube used in

the determination of the surface areas and pore studies of prG. The

upper half (uy*-r) ís made of pyrex while the lower half (sample tube,

uzz*) is made of quartz. A removable capillary tube Ís always praced in
the pyrex region (ur*-r) to decrease the effective volume error to a

mínimum r¿hen the temperature of the surrounding fluctuates due to

changing level of the liquid nitrogen.

4-3. Experímental

?he eornplere apParatus is íilustrated in Fig. 1I and lt consists of

the followlng: a quartz sample tube, tlro mercury manometers (MI and

1"12) , gas reservolrs, a mercury reservolr and a high vacuurn unÍt
consísting of a mercury dlffusion pump, a rotary pump, liqufd nitrogen

traps and a vacuum gauge. prior to any experiments, the following
portions of the apparatus (Fig.l0) had ro be calibrated: i) vA, ii)
vB, fii) vc, and 1t) v"ff, that is va immersed 1n a liqufd nitrogen

bath.
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lBulb 1(57.196 mL), bulb 2(33.312 mL), bulb 3(15.485 mL), bulb 4(5.650

¡nL), sectfon 5(1.291 r¡L) radlus of caplllary = 0.1007 cm and secrion

6(L.29:-. mL) was callbrated by Dr. A. Lemtrel.

It 1s vital that the system be vacuum tíght príor to eny experiment

or calibration. Thfs r.¡as achieved by regreasíng alt the stopcocks with

high vacuum grease (Apiezon N). All the stopcocks r^'ere then closed and

the system evacuated slow1y by opening the stopcocks slowly. The

diffusion pump was then switched on. Pinholes or faulty stopcocks \./ere

checked by closing all stopcocks. Corrective measures were taken if

pínholes or faulty stopcocks were found.

4-4 Calibration

When a sufficient vacuum was achieved, that is P < 10
sysÈem

-4 torr ,

all the stopcocks r¿ere closed and the mercury 1evel in manometer Ml was

lor.'ered to the last etched líne (level síx ín FÍg. 11) by evacuatíng air

through stopcock T2A. The mercury leve1 in manometer Ml was noted. The

mercury level v¡as then slowly raised (5 cm) by leaking aír through

stopcock T2A and the new mercury 1evel in manometer Ml was again noted.

The procedure was repeated until a series of heíghts and their

corresponding ttpressurestt in vacuum was obtained. Next aÍr was admitted

into the system by opening stopcock T19 (see Fíg. 11) until a desíred

pressure was obtained and then shut. An appropriate amount of air ( 200

torr) was allowed to leak into VO (FíS. 11) via T9 slowly. By raising

the mercury 1evel as outlined above, a series of mercury heights and

their correspondíng rrpressuresrr was obtained. Upon completÍon, the

amount of alr was expanded lnto sectfons V, and subsequently Va,

repeating the procedures mentfoned above for V, and Va each time.
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4-4 Calculatlon

and h, respectlvely.

Let v, and V, be the corresponding volurne occupred by air at

pressures P, and P, respectlvely.

At consÈant temperature,

(Boylers Law)

But ut = 1¡r2h uot

Let P, and P, be the pressures exerted by air at mercury hefghts h,

Ptut

Yz = Tfr

(rrr

+V

) (rí12h

(4.01)

(4.02)

(4.03)

(4.04)

= P2v2

+I

2 Iand hz
A

where r = radius of capillary

= volume of section VO

I

uot

Substitute equations (4.02) and (4.03) fnro (4.01)

2
+P+ ve ve 1

)
,n,tt

2

Rearranging and simplifying,

By similar argument
ll

,( ttht - P2h2 )

and appllcation of Boylefs Law, the volume of

are gÍven by:

.rfr
uot

ttPz

VB (VB )andVc 
(vc
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- tlr''"nåI+

'nå*v]*ufr

*ulr
A

V )I
V (4.0s)

(4 .06)

and

where P

and h,

torr )

'å-r,
B

vf
TfrTrrt.(

-PcP
I

tn.*vl*v]>-rår

, and PU = pressures

respectively and Pa

U

exerted by air ( 200 rorr) at Hg

and P^ = pressures exerted by aírU'
re spec t ively.

heights hU

( 2oo

at heights ha and h
c

4-5 Determínation of effectíve volume V ff
Since part of the sample tube Va (see Fig. 10) was immersed in a

liquid nitrogen bath during the experimental work on surface area

deterninatÍon, the effectíve volume at 77K must be knovm v¡ith a PTG

sample in the sample tube. HelÍum (Linde, puríty = 99.995%) vas

selected because ít does not adsorb appreciably at 77K. It was purified

and dried by selectíve adsorption on "thirsty glass" at 77K whereby the

main impurity, air¡was removed. An appropriate amount of purified

helium was lntroduced into VO and VU via stopcocks T18, T17, T16, T12

and T10, with stopcocks T14, T13 and T11 remainÍng shut. The pressure

exerted by helium and its corresponding mercury height in manometer M1

was noted. By opening stopcock Tl1, helium hras expanded into the sample

tube which was parEially lmmersed ín liquíd nitrogen bath. The pressure

and height of mercury level was noted when equitibrium was attaíned (S

rnfnutes). Stopcock Tl1 was then clòsed and nore helium lras introduced

fnto VA and Vr. The procedure l{as repeated until a series of pressures

"r,à 
th"it correspondlng mercury hefghts !ùas obtained.
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4-5. I Ca lculat ion

Let V - It- "v(R.t) z (7 7K)
(4.07)eff

rrhere

Ur(*.T) ..d VZ'IX) are the volume occupied by helium at section V,

and V, at room temperature and at 77K respectively.

Let (4.08)

where V* = rr r

Similarly,

2n

B
Veff (4.0e)

where V = 'lTr2h'
x

Let P, and P, be the pressures exerted by helium before and after

expanding into the sample tube, h and ht b.ing the heights of the

mercury level in manometer MI respectfvely.

Applying Èhe relationship PlVl = P2V2

(4. 10)

+V

vxvt

X
+V+V+

+Vtr+Ve

=VAYz

Plvr = P2 (VA +V +V +V
B x X )

But

V Vveff \z
77K

+
T TR.tR.T

+v.ff = vY
vz * TR.T

77K

that is

(4.11)



In other words,

liquid nitrogen

are lllustrated

V -^ willett
level fn

fn Table
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remain constant and valld ff the height of

nltrogen bath 1s kept constant. The results

1.

4-6. Measurement of Isotherm

An appropriate amount (0.03g - 0.18g) of PTG sample was weighed and

transferred to the quartz sample tube which r.ras then connected to the

vacuum system (fig. 11). Evacuation and degassing (18 hours) then

commenced. When the appropriate pressure was achieved (usua1ly 1.8 x

-ql0 - torr), all the stopcocks were shut except T10. Nitrogen (Linde,

purity = 99.95%) which r¡as dried and purified by selective adsorption on

I'thirsty glass" was allowed to leak into the system via stopcock T9

which was then closed. The mercury level in manometer Ml was adjusted

and ltrs height h, and correspondíngrrpressure" P, were noted. Wíth the

sample tube ímmersed ln liquíd nitrogen bath, nitrogen was expanded Ínto

the evacuated sampre tube by opening stopcock r11. The entire system

was allowed to equilibrate. I{hen equílibrium was achieved, that is with

no further decrease of pressure being observed, the mercury level in

manometer Ml (h") and its corresponding "pressure" P. were noted.¿'¿
Stopcock T11 was then closed and drÍed nitrogen was agaln allowed to

leak lnto Èhe system via stopcock T9. The above procedure was repeated

r¿Íth constant repleníshing the liquid nltrogen bath to ensure that the

lfquid nÍtrogen level 1n the dewar was kept constant throughout the

entire adsorptlon experiment. Upon completing the adsorption

experiment, the entfre system h¡as evecuated except the content fn the

sample tube. Stopcocks T12 and T9 were then shut and the content in the
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Table 1: The effectlve volume (V ) of the sample cell at 77K.eff

24. LT
20.48
19.30
2L.77
25.96
2L.60

o

-P o

v is calculated accordlng to equatlon (4.10), page64.eff
3 3Va= 0.759 cm vn 0.798 cm

499.6
463.L
450.0
47 3.8
5r8.2
472.7

o\
o\

:t= H and H, are heights of the mercury level ln manometer Ml before and after expandlng DRY

hellt¡m lnto the sample cell ( contalnlng PTG ) respectlvely. P and P, are the correspondlng

pressures of hellr:m before and after expanslon ínto the sample cell respectively. Po ls the

corresponding pressure 1n vacuum.

AP=P-P

:D '1otl

veff
3

cm

10.307
10.290
10. 498
10.439
10 .4 10
10.201

AP
1

torr

53.2
114 .8
L60.2
61. 5

141 .9
216 .8

P
o

torr

tt

torr

552.8
577 .9
610.2
538.3
660.1
689.5

tt

cm l{s

AP

torr

244.2
3r2.3
303.2
273.0
396. 0
424.9

P
o

torr

3l_c. 3
267.8
310.3
267 .B
267.8
267.8

P

torr

554.5
580. I
613. 5

540 .8
663. I
692.7

H

cm Hg

5. 00
0. 60
5. 00
0.60
0.60
0.60
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sample tube was expanded fnto the vacuum system (Ve * V¡ * V6 + (V, +

vo) ) bv openfng stopcock r11 whfch was shut when equÍlrbriun r¡as

achieved. The pressure and volume occupied by the "desorbed" nitrogen

were noted and the system again evacuated. The above procedure was

repeated untfl no appreciable "desorptfont' was observed.

4-6.I Calculation

i) Adsorption

where

(v +
4

LetVr=VA*V¡*VX

VX=V6*V5*

P z'z

where P. and P(i+l) are pressures exerted by niÈrogen before and after

u¡)

vtLetVr=VA=VB*V"ff*

where Vn = Tf r
2

2n (v, )
o

+

Let P, and P, = pressures exerted by nítrogen before and after expanding

lnto sample tube respectively.

Let n = moles of nitrogen adsorbed.

Hence

+ nRT

Solving and símpllfying,

PlVr - P2V2

Ptvt

RT

By similar argument as above, the successfve adsorptíon rvill be gÍven by

+P V -P v(í-1) (i-1
tt

P,V.
11 ) (i+l) (i_+1)

Il= (4.13)
RT
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expansion in sample tube respectlvely, and urt, vli*1¡ are the

corresponding volume occupfed by nítrogen before and after expansion

ínto sample tube. The additiona 
I I

1 term P (r-r)u (t-t) accounts for the

amount of free nítrogen that remains Ín the sample tube after each

adsorption. A computer programme written ln BASIC language was used to

perform all the calculatíons (see appendíx 1).

í1) Desorption

Let P be the pressure before expanding nítrogen ínto the vacuum

svstem and V the volume occupied by the free nitrogen gas.' ett'
Let P, be the pressure after expanding nitrogen into the vacuum

line and V, the volume occupied by free nitrogen gas. Let nr be Ëhe

moles of nítrogen ttevaporatedtt from PTG sample.

Hence

PVeff + nrRT (4.L4)

where

Ptut

Solving and simplifyíng equation

u6(vA*V¡*vt=

r - Ptvt

* (VS + VO))

(4.14)

PVefn
RT

By simílar argument, a general equation ls thus given by

P(r)v - P(r+l)V
n(r) eff

(4.1s)

(4.16)
RT

where I = ínteger

V = volume occupíed by free nitrogen molecule

A computer progranme written in BASIC language rras once again made to

calculate n(I) (see Appendix 2).
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4-7 Determination of pore size and pore sfze dístrlbutlon

As mentloned earller, the evaluation of pore sfze and pore slze

distrfbutlon of PTG samples fs based on the Kervin equation (2.52). For

sirnplícfty, the contact angleó l" assumed to be negligíble, that is $=
0o, hence reducing equation ( 2.5) to

ln - 2ô V

rr RT (2.66)

The values adopted for f,,V and T are

that is

V-o - surface tension of

-? _,,8.27x10-Nm'

identical to Lippens et a1. [35],

liquid nitrogen being

V = 34.68 x tO-6 13 o,ol"-1

and T = 77K, the boilÍng point of 1íquid nitrogen

Substituting the above values ínro equatÍon (2.51) yields

ln (P/P )
- 4.05

(P/Po)

otK
where r* = Kelvin radíus

The volume of nítrogen desorbed (Ud"") Ís given by

v = n x 34.68 x 10 -63
des (4.1s)

where n Ís obtained fron equations (4.15) and (4.16). From the plots of

volume of nitrogen desorbed (ua"") agaínst Kelvín radíus (r*), Èhe pore

sfze distributíon curve can then be obtained by plotting the slope of

the curve (ud"" agalnst r*) [dVd."/dr*l against Kervln radíus at

suitable intervals of Kelvin radius (tX). Thís procedure was adopted by

Foster I34l fn his pfoneering work in this field.

(4.17)

m
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4-8 Determinatlon of surface area

surface area of PTG samples were determlned using the BET

tttwo-parameterrt equatlon

P 1 (c 1)P
(P -P)

mot o
Vt VCPcV

+ (2.4 4)
mo

where

and

16.27 x 10 -20 2
m

according to the

where

V

p,Po pressure exerted by nftrogen and saturated vapour

pressure respectively

V = volume adsorbedtot
V_ = volume of nitrogen required to form a completem

monolayer

C = BET constant

From the plot of P/(P'-P)vtot againsr P/p', v* and c are evaluated since

the intercept of the straight line graph corresponds to l/vmc and slope

= (C-1) lv^C. Assuming the surface area of one nitrogen molecule Èo bem

[35], the total surface area of PTG (S) is calculated

relat fonship:

v NO x 16.27 x I0 -20
(4.18)m

S VS.f .p.x l^leight of sarnple

No = Avogadro constant, 6.022 * 1023 ro1"-1

S.T.p.= volume occupfed by one mole of gas, 22.4I * 103 
"rn3

substftuting the values fnro equarl-on (4.18) and slrnplifying yields

4.36 x V
S

m

Ileight of sample
(4 .]e )
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4-9 X-ra dfffraction

PTG sample was annealed as descrlbed in

and smeared onto a s1fde. X-ray diffractlon

an autonated and computerized Ph11Íps PM17t0

radiation (À= 154 pm) with a nickel f Ílter.

minutes to complete (fast scan).

page 51 . It was crushed

pattern (XRD) was taken on

X-ray diffractor using CuK

Each pattern took fifteen

4-10 Results

Degassing the samples in vacuum (pressure = l.B x t0-5 torr) caused

a brown discoloration which slowly faded when exposed to atmospheric

condition. This discoloration may be attributed to impurity adsorbing

on the surface of PTG. However, this wÍIl be díscussed in detaíl in

chapter 6. Fig. 72.L-I2.6 shows the adsorption and desorption ísorherms

of nitrogen on PTG samples annealed at varíous temperatures. Prominent

"knee-bends" were observed together with the prominent hysteresis 1oops.

This suggested that the adsorption isotherms !¡ere of Type IV. As shov¡n

ín Table 2, increasing the annealing temperature caused a simultaneous

decrease in surface area. The sample, PTG300R (Fig. 13.1) was

predominantly amorphous but resembled anatase as índicated by the broad

and poorly resolved peak at 20= 25.469". Since the sample !ùas loaded

with platinum (see chapter 5), the weak sÍgnal ar 2B = 40.826o (Fig.

13.1) indicated that the concentratíon of platinum must be very low or

the sample was not properly crushed. (Note that the sample prc 300R

used ln the surface area studies Ìrras not photodeposited with platlnum

but was from the same piece of PTG which was also used for the

photodeposition experiment). Aurorphous PTG (annealing temperature =
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Flg 12.1: Adsorption and desorptlon isotherr¡ of PTG }00R.
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Flg 12 .2 z Ad sorp tlon and desorption isotherm of PTG 320R
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Fig 12.3: Adsorption and desorptlon isotherm t¡f PTG 360R
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Fíg I2.42 Adsorption and desorptlon isotherm of PTG 410R
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Ftg 12.5: Adsorption and des orption isotherm of PTG 440R
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Fig 12.6: Adsorption and desor tlon isotherrn oF PTC 460R
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Table 2: Surface area of PTG sample annealed at various te*pat"trrt"t

&

Degassing temperature = 200"C

Degassing voltage = 28 volts
Degassing time = 18 hours

Pressure of system = 1.8 x 10-5 torr
Total annealing t.ime for each sample = 14 hours

A11 tihe above samples were soaked ín doubly dfstílled \^rater (12 hours) and then

soxhleted (24 hours) prior to surface area deterrúnation. All the samples r^7ere

from the same piece of PTG.

E. values r4rere calculated using equation (2.47), page29.I

!
co

E
1

KJ mole -1

-7 .07

-7. 18

-7. 18

-7 .37

-7.33

-7.L7

C-BET constant.

46

107

r07

205

185

L02

BET surface area

2-Lms

304

103

52

23

16

L4

,Annealing
temperature

oc

300

320

360

4LO

440

460

Sample

Porous

Titania

Glass



F1 13.1: X-ra d iffrac tíon attern of PTG300R t loaded where the followi ttdtt values are

1 beinç the wavelen ç rh 7= L54 ññ of Crrl(vcalculated from d = _^
2 sin8

2ø/"

Ls.r42
L5.597
16.931
r7.588
18.206
18.415
2L.264
22.338
22.87 7

23.LL3
24.782
25.469
26.200
27.r80
28.44s
29.168
40.826
4L.r49
53.072
54.131
55.222
64.787

ð/L

5.8463
5 .67 65

290
310
408
400
345
373
245
2s3
28s
245
290
478*x
240
2LO
233

î+1,'
205
193
248**
193
r43

InÈ

5.2
5.0
4.8
4.8
4.L

32r
381
686
l-37
748

3.97 6s
3.8839
3.8448
3.589s
3.4943
3.3984
3.278I
3 . 1351
3.0590
2.2084
2.L9I8
L.7241
1.6828
r.66L9
L.4378

.\r
\o

¿¿** = anatase peak. Pt = Platinum peak.
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300'c) \{as transparent and slightly yellor¡ish in colour. Annealing

PTG300R to 360oc caused a 27. ross ín weíght. The sample (PTG360R)

became slightly translucent though the colour r¡ras identical to pTG300R.

The prominent anatase peak at 2Ø= 25.270o is clearly seen in Fig. 13.3

suggestfng that PTG360R q¡as no!ù mostly anatase with a slight rutile

(<57.) component. Annealíng PTG360R to 410'C caused the reduction of

anatase character as shown in Fig. 13.4. Rutile component (2Ê=

27.527o) was nov/ a urajor component ín the sample (PTG410R) v¡hich was

completely opaque and whÍte ín colour. rt was less brittle than the

anatase or amorphous analogues. No noticeable loss in weíght was

observed. Annealing PTG410R at higher remperarure (440'c and 460"c)

resulted a greater dominatíon of the sample by rutile (Fig. 13.5 -

13.6). It was estímated that íncreasíng the annealing temperature to

480"c wíl1 cause a complete domination of the sample by rutile though

this has not yet been observed. The samples (PTG440R and PTG460R) were

opaque, white and hard.

I,lhile the transformation of anatase to rutile was occurring, a

change in the hysteresis loop was also observed. The loops dirninished

in size with íncreasing annealíng temperature while stí11 retainíng the

Type A characteristics. This diminishing effect was due to the gradual

J^*i-^r-i^- ^ç -^^^-^-^^ l-^uvü¡rr¡dLrvrr ur rrEÞupurc¡'/¡ll¿l.uLupurcti uveI lnrcropores as annea]lng

temperatures vüere increased. Fig. 14 shows the gradual transformatíon of

micropores to mesopores/macropores as a functíon of pore síze

dlstríbution. As shov¡n by the adsorption isotherm, microporous network

ln the pore structure of PTG samples had a profound effect on the

condensation of nítrogen molecules. rn a relative pressure region
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2e/^ dlÃ

2 sin8

2s.333
27 .509
32.67 5
36.207
37.005
37.549
37 .988
38. 618
38.926
39.252
40.379
4L.346
42.776
43.846
47 .966
48.403
53. 780
54.07s
54.38s
54.967
55. 210
55.432
55. 603
56.s82
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63. 624
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rutile peak.

3.5L27
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2.47 BB
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** = anatase peak.
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853**
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Fie 13.3:

calculated from d =

X-ray diffraction pattern of PTG360R where the following ttdtt values are

velength (â= 154 pm) of CuK"<

d/Ã Int

* =: rutile peak.

, \ being rhe wa

3.52L4
3.2456
2.4858
2.4284
2.3814
2.336L
L.9s42
r.9222
1. 89 34
I .6 990
r.6891
L.625L
1.4805
r .47 s5
L.4660
L.437 2

** = anatase peak.

2 sin0

2e/ "

25.270
27.457
36.l02
36. 985
37 .7 43
38. 503
46 .427
47 .246
48 .011
53.920
s4.2s9
56.587
62.7 0L
62.939
63.394
64.818

1208**
160*
L23x
158
385**
200**

45
73

610**
375rk*
363*
113*
355**
243

95
50
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Fie 13.4: X-ray diffraction pattern of PTG410R where the following "d" values are calculated

from d = ^ .Àbeíng the r¡avelength ( À = 154 pm) of CuKc¡t2 sin0

, 2e/o

25.384
27 .52r
36.180
37.101
37 .867
38 .7 07
39.280
4L.346
44.rr7
48.r45
54.077
54.409
55.L29
56.7 02
62.L84
62.341
62. B0B
64.l-75

dlÃ Int
933**

1220x
7l-5*
108**
318**
128**
130*
435*
148*
445*
370**

1090*
328**
443*
gB**
g 5r.*

323x
158*

3.5057
3.2382
2.4806
2.42LL
2.37 39
2,3243
2.2917
2.1818
2 .0510
1. 88 84
r.6944
1. 6848
L.6645
L.6220
L.4915
L.4882
r.4782
I .4500

co
(/)

* = ruÈile peak. *:t = anatase peak.
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Fie 13.5: X-ray diffracrion of PTG440R w

^ , å beit e the wavel

here the following

ength (À= 154 pm) of Culta

dlA

ttdtt values are calculated from

Int

2 sinO

2e

7 .227
LL.932
L2.56L
25.350
26.5Il-
27.477
36.L32
37. 108
37 .779
38.704
39.238
47.302
43.s90
44.06L
48.r22
54.388
55 .078
56.644
62.77 0
64.L35

12.2220
7.4L09
7 .O4IO
3.5104
3.3593
3.2433
2,4838
2.4207
2.3792
2.3244
2.2940
2.1840
2.07 46
2.0535
L.8892
r.6854
L.66s9
L.6236
L.4790
1.4508

38
20
23

668*
43

L7L3*
1040*

68*
178**
88**

185*
5 33*
53*

179*
290**

1415*
269*x
495*
310*
235x

Co
à.

¿ rr¡tile peak. Jr* = anatase peak.
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Fie 13.6: X-ray <lfffracÈion pattern of PTG460R where the following "d" values are calculated

from d =
À lbeins the wavelensth (À = 154 pm) of CuKv2 sin0

2e dlÃ Int
10.786
25.408
27.528
36. 180
37 .L57
37.882
39.285
40.635
4L.346
43.029
44.L53
48.L37
54.407
55.246
56.700
6L.025
62.858
64.L40
65 .584

B. 1951
3.5025
3 .237 4
2.4806
2.4L76
2.3730
2.29L4
2.2183
2 .1818
2. r003
2.0494
1. 88B7
L.6849
1.6613
L.622r
L.5L7 L
r.477 2
L.4507
1.4222

38
335**

lBBO*
1145*

63
73**

148*
2B

640*
35

255*
185**

1738*
140**
503*

40
315*
260*
50*

co
(-n

¿ rutíle peak. ** = anatase peak.
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fig 14: Pore distribution function of 3TG annealed at various temÐera t.ures.

PTG3OOR

PTG36OR

PTG4lOR

PTG44OR

PTG46OR

PTG sample r¡/as annealed at 300oC for L4 hours and cooled to

temperature in an oven (12 hours). The sample r¡/as soaked in

dístilled \^rater overnight and soxhleted (24 hours) prior to

area determination. The degassing temperature r^ras 200oC and

length of degassing was 18 hours.

PTG sample qras annealed at 360"C for 14 hours and subjected

similar t.reatment as PTG300R.

PTG saraple r^ras annealed at 410oC for l-4 hours and subjected

sirnilar treatment as PTG300R.

PTG sarnple hras annealed at 440"C for 14 hours and subjected

similar treatment as PTG300R.

PTG sample r^¡as annealed at 460oC for 14 hours and subjected

similar treatmenE as PTG300R.
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(P/P0) between 0.7 - 0.75, condensatLon occurred when micropores

domlnated the PTG atructures. Conversel/r a higher pressure (P/POx

0.9) was requlred to condense the adsorbate molecules. These results

rrere very conslstent with the Kelvfn equatlon which predfcts that

condensation of adsorbate molecules required a lower pressure if the

slze of the pores is small (micropores) whereas a hlgher pressure is

required for larger pores.

Fíg. 15.1-15.3 lllustrates the BET plots for samples annealed from

300'C to 460oC. Surface areas were calculated by the applÍcation of the

BET "two-parameter" equation ln the relative pressure regíon 0.05 - 0.35

t35]. The intercept of the straight line corresponded to t/VrnC and the

slope equaled (C-1) /VrC where C and V, are BET constant and volume

required to complete a monolayer respectívely. The variable C-BET

constants suggested that the heat of condensation of the ffrst monolayer

was not constant, though the variatíon was not very large (Table 2-4).

The effect of degassing temperature on the surface area was less

dramatic as compared to the earlier case. A sl-ight decrease in surface

area r,ras observed in both samples, the effect being more apparent on

PTG300R. The results are tabulated in Table 3. The samples were still

predominantly uricroporous as lllustrated by the pore size dístribution

1n Fig. 16. Table 4 shows the results of surface area agaÍnst length of

annealing time at constant annealing temperature (300"C). No

significant surface area change was observed. The pore distribution

function (Fig. L7) shows no appreciable change ín the pore structure,

suggesting that the morphology of the samples used was identical

throughout the experfment. The adsorptíon and desorption isotherms r¡ere
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Table 3: Surface area of PTG300R and PTG360R degassed at various temperatures*

¿
Degassing tíme = lB hours

Pressure of system - 1.8 x 10-5torr
The total annealíng time for each sample was 14 hours. All the samples \dere

soaked in doubly distilled water (12 hours) and soxhleted (24 hours) prior to
surface area determinaËion. All the samples hrere from the same piece of PTG.

E, values were calculated using equation (2.47), page 29.

\o
F

E I

-1KJ mole

-7 .07

-7 .O7

-7.L2

-7. 18

-7 .L7

-7.r4

C-BET constant

46

44

74

L07

99

B7

BET surface
area
2-Lm8

304

292

285

52

50

50

Dega ssing

temperature
oc

200

249

294

200

249

294

.Degassing

'uoltage
volt

28

32

35

28

32

35

Sample

PTG3OOR

PTG36OR



Sample

PTG32OR

Length of

annealing time

Table 4: Variation of surface area of PTG320R wirh
¿

timel

Surface area C-BET constant E
1

Hour -1 KJ mole-1

16 103

z4 105

32 105

105

¿
Degassing temperature : 200oC

Degassing voltage = 28 volts
Total degassing time for each sample = 18 hours

Pressure of system = 1.8 x 10-5 torr
All the above samples hrere annealed at 320"C for 14 hours. The samples were

soaked ín doubly dístilled vrater after annealing (12 hours) and the

soxhleted (24 hours) prior to surface area determínatíon. All the samples

were from the same piece of PTG.

E values were calculated using equation (2.47), page 29.I

2
m

f.J
40 -7.L3

-7.18

-7 .L4

-7; 18

r07

10r

87

80
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Fie 16: Pore distribution function of PTG 300R. In this

Samples A. B and C were degassed at
ooo

200 C. 249 C and 294 C

respectively.The total degassing Eime was l8 hours for each

case.
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diagram, the samples r¡/ere annealed aE 30OoC f or 14 hours

and subsequentlv cooled to room temperature in Ehe oven.
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Fig 17: Pore distribution function of PTG 320R ( sarnple was

annealed aE 320oC ).In this diagram,samples A, B, C and D were

^^^o_anneaieci aE 320-C ior i6,24, 32 an<i 40 hours respectiveiy.

The degassing temperature was 200"C.The Eotal degassing time

was l8 hours for each case.
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ldentÍca1 to those lllustrated in Ffg. L2.I-L2,6, lending further

suppo rt

samples

to the above suggestion. No XRD patterns were taken on the

used for the above experfments.

4-11 Dfscusslon

Annealing temperature had a profound effect on the surface area and

pore size of PTG as íllustrated 1n Table 1. hlt¡en the sample (PTG300R)

was predominantly amorphous, the surface was highly hydroxylated and

porous. The number of adsorption sites âre plentifulr particularly in

the ttinternaltt surface of the porous glass. Thus the surface area

derived fron nitrogen adsorption at 77K was large. Increasing the

annealing temperature caused a permanent and drastic loss of surface

area. This trend had also been observed by earlier workers [20,64].

Primet et al. [24] workÍng on anatase Ti0, postulated that bridging
,zo\

species of type -Ti-O-Ti- were formed upon heating TiO, above 300oC. A

slight decrease in surface area Lras reported by the authors who inferred

the loss of surface area as caused by the formation of the brídging

species. This definitely occurred to PTG samples durlng the annealing

process but certalnly the formation of the bridgíng species cannot

account for such a drastic decrease of surface area. Besides, the above

only occurred on the surface whereby surface hydroxyl groups (hydrogen

species) are available. Therefore another rnechanism must be operating

during the ther¡naI treatment. However, the 2% Loss in weight can easily

be accounted by the loss of surface hydroxyl groups and co-ordinated

water molecules. Thís wÍIl be dl-scussed in further deÈaíl in the later

chapter on the dehydroxylatlon of the surface hydroxyl groups of PTG.
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A loss of a large fractlon of micropores during the thermal

treatment must be the prlme cause for the drastic loss of surface area.

Wicke Icíted from ref[51]l found that micropores were largely

responsible for the large surface area observed on charcoal and silíca

ge1s. The contribution of mesopores and macropores to the total surface

area of the above stated samples was negligible relative to that of

rnicropores. El-Akkad [20], workíng on anatase tltania ge1 concluded

that the loss of micropores was mainly responsible for the drastic

decrease of surface area. It is líkely that during the heat treatment,

a large portion of the micropores rdere either partially or completely

blocked, thus permanently destroying a large portion of adsorption

sites. This blocking could arise from the transformation of micropores

to mesopores and macropores by cross-linking of -Ti-0-Ti- chain

[ 60,65 ] .

In an earlier study on graphitized carbon black, Joyner and Emmett

[46] demonstrated that a uniform surface could result via "graphitizing"

the sample at very hígh temperature (3200"C). Surface area was lost.

Consldering the thermal treatment of PTG samples and that of carbon

black, it is very unlikely that this factor could be the major cause.

Beside, the highest anneallng temperature \r7as only 460oC. Sintering,

smoothing of the pore wa1l or even weakening of the pore wall has been

known as a result of heat treatment. Lippens and De Boer t66] reported

that by slntering 80G450 and 80G580 (both well crystallÍned boehmite) at

750'C caused a substantial decrease of surface area. The authors

attríbuted the dlsappearance of the narrolt pores as the cause of the

loss of surface area. In short, ft can be concluded that the drastic
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loss of surface area is attributed to the loss of the micropores.

Cadenhead and Everett [67], working on porous glass noticed that surface

area decreased when porous glass was sintered. The above authors also

attríbuted the decrease of surface area as a result of the formation of

larger pores. Their results on the adsorption and desorption of benzene

on Porous glass (Vycor) at 25oC r,¡as símílar to our results, though their

annealing temperatures rdere about 600-900'C.

Harris and I.IhiÈaker t60] claímed that mesopores and macropores \¡¡ere

formed when they subjected anatase titania gel to thermal treatment.

Cadenhead et aI. t43] pointed out that stresses induced during the

adsorption process may sometimes be sufficíent to distort the morphology

of the solid. If the stress Ís very severe, fracturing of sample

occurs. Under such condition, there is no doubt Èhat mesopores and

macropores could also result, the extent of formatíon depending on the

population of the weak pore wall. ülíth the combination of the above

factors, surface area is expected to decrease substantially if the

adsorptÍon sites are being destroyed. This postulate is very

consistent with the results obtained, particularly for PTG samples

annealed at temperature higher than 410oC where mesopores dominated the

structure of the samples.

Degassing temperature caused a slíght decrease of surface area and

thfs has been attributed to the formation of -Ti-0-Ti- species.

Again, sintering of sample cannot be ígnored. Extending the length of

annealing tíme at constant annealLng temperature (320"C) díd not cause

any structural damage to the samples. In fact, Lfnsen and van den

Heuvel [51] reported that pores can be created by the expulsíon of
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resldual r^rater molecules enbedded insfde the sample. Earlier, Lippens

and De Boer t66] reported that narrow pores were also created by heating

well crystallízed boehmlre (80G450 and B0G5B0) ar 250.c. By doíng so,

addÍtional sites are created. This report is ín good agreement with rny

results as shom in Table 3 though the íncrement Ín surface area !üas not

very substantÍal. rn short, not mâny pores v¡ere created during the

annealfng process though the duratíon had. been extended. presumably

the structure Ì,,7as able to resist the heat treatment at that particular

t emperature.

rt has been clarífied that the shape and síze of the poïes

determine the nature of the hysteresis loops. If all the samples have

pores of similar size and shape, then the size and shape of the loop

would be expected to be similar ín all cases. This ís only partially

true wíth the PTG samples used in the experiments. The prominent

hysteresís loops, quite reminiscent to those obtained by Lleiser et al.

t59] suggested thaË the shape of the pores was identical in rnany

respects. Based on the classíficatíon proposed [51,56], the above

hysteresis !/as Type A when the sample LTas amorphous or anatase but

gradually transforming to Type E at higher annealing temperature ().

410"C) when mesopores dominated the structural network of the samples.

This transformatíon had been observed in BoG450 and B0G5B0 by Líppens

and De Boer too 1,661.

As mentioned earlíer, many theories had been proposed to explain

the hysteresís phenomenon. McBain [53] believed that hysteresís loop

was caused by the Presence of pores wlth constricted necks, that ís the

radius of the body ro is substantiarly larger than the radius of the
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constrlcted neck rrr. Pores wflI be completely fllled at a relatíve

pressure correspondlng to ro but emptying co¡unenced at a pressurè

corresponding to rrr. rn other words, the emptylng process was unable to

retrace the adsorption path. Linsen and van Heuvel [51] pointed out

that lf the necks are short and narrow and that rO ) 2rrr, then the

hysteresis loops will be wfde. Thfs was seen as lllustrated in Fig. 6.L

and is saíd to exhibit t'ink-bottlerf effect because the pores are assumed

to resemble the shape of lnk-bottle. Cohan t52] suggestd that there may

exÍst pores wíth constricted neck and wide spheroidal base (ru Þ .r,).

In such clrcumstances, hysteresis is caused by the delay ín the

formation of a meniscus duríng adsorption.

Wn"r, itu sample was predominantly amorphous, the hysteresls loops

spread to the low relative pressure region. Cadenhead et al. t43]

pointed out that if the sample ls "loosely structured", that is

possessing the abflíty to expand and contract over wíde range of

pressure during adsorption, low pressure hysteresis will not be

observed. Conversely, if the structure is very strong and rlgid, then

low pressure hysteresis will not be observed either. 0n1y saurples of

íntermedlate rlgidity wíll exhibit low pressure hysteresís. Upon

therrnal treatment, low pressure hysteresf-s wllI be elíminated. Thfs 1ow

pressure hysteresís theory developed by the above authors is fairly

conslstent rrith the results obtafned at thís study. rf the samples of

PTG300R, for example was rigid, the hysteresl-s loop would not have

spread to the 1ow pressure region. As reported earlier, the sarnple

became hard and less brlttle compared to the amorphous or anatase

analogues. Perhaps, the structure riras very rlgtd and hence a high
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pressure hysteresís loop r¡as observed.

Another criterlon whÍch determfnes the exhÍbitlon of 1o'^r pressure

hysteresís loop is the pore size. The pore sfze must be approxinately

Èhe same slze as the adsorbate molecules. If the pores are too large,

no lorv pressure hysteresfs loop will be observed. On the other hand, tf

the adsorbate molecules are large, no hysteresis wf11 be observed

either. Charcoal ¡¡as shor^m to exhlbit low pressure hysteresís loop by

Cadenhead et al. t43]. Upon activatíon by steam, the hysteresis loop

was completely ellminated, the reason beíng the enlargemenË of the pore

slze. Slmilarly, during anneallng at elevated temperature (>410"C),

mesopores and macropores were formed. These pores r¡ere much larger than

nítrogen molecule, hence no 1ow pressure hysËeresis loop was observed.

In the development of BET theory, Brunauer et. al. t33] assumed that

C-BET constant equals unity. From the experimental evidence (see Table

1-3), C-BET was never const,ant. Recallíng from Chapter 2, C-BET ls

related to the heat of condensatlon of the first monolayer 6E, ) by

c nrexp I (^Er * aEL) /RT I (2. 47)

where AEl, AEL, R and T are siurllarly defined as ín page 29. I{hen AE,

varies, C-BET varies. As shown in Table (1-3), AEI values which are

determined using equation (2.47 ), did not deviate signíficantly,

conslderíng the effect of heat treatment whích as mentl-oned earlier

could cause sintering and transformatlon of micropores to mesopores or

macropores. This lnplies that the sllghË devlation of AE, values could

be attributed to the lack of unlformlty of the van der Waals forces on

the surface. Horsever, there is some reservatíon about the above
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statement since no heat of adsorptlon experfments were conducted.

However, Culver and Heath [68] noticed that there exlsted hlgh energy

sftes on saran charcoal even though the pore size had been enlarged by

l5Z, suggestlng that the surface r{¡as not uníform 1n many resPects. Thus

the heat of adsorptÍon varied.

The heat of liquefaction of nitrogen molecule 1s 6 KJ nole-l. As

Índicated in Tables (1-3), AEl vâlues are more than 6 KJ mole-l. Beebe

et al. [69j proposed that if the pores are narrow, then the adsorbate

molecule will experíence numerous atËractive forces arisíng from other

pore wal1s close to the viciníty of the síte Ít resides at. In short,

the adsorbate molecules experience more t'inducedtt effects, hence the

heat of condensaton of the fÍrst monolayer ís suhstantially greater than

the heat of liquefaction of the adsorbate molecules. But Culver and

Heath [70] contradícted the above c1aím. They attributed the hÍgher

heat of adsorption as an indication of porous samples, the fact r.¡hích

r¡as confirmed by XRD by Biscoe and Warren

partÍcles.

ln spite of the variable C-BET, AEl

( 20 kJ mole -1physical adsorptÍon range

forces were in operatÍon

lmplies that there was no

[71] while studying spheron

values are wíthin the heat of

, suggestíng that Van der Waals)

during the adsorption process. Beside, it also

dissociatíon of nftrogen molecules. Had this

occurred, that fs chemisorptíon was involved, AEt values r¿ould be

êntirely different, by at least 2-3 fold of that of AE, shown in Tables

(2-4) .



CHAPTER 5

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY STUDIES ON PLAIN

AND PHOTODEPOSITED POROUS TITANIA GLASS
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5-1 Introductfon

Titanlum dioxlde (Ti02) exists 1n three allotroplc forms

viz:brookfte, anatase and rutlle, the latter thro belng more comrnonly

encountered. Amongst them, rutile is consldered the more stable

allotrope due to its comnon occurrence even though thermochemical data

fndícates that anatase fs B-12 KJ ro1.-1 more stable than rutile at

25"C. Anatase Tt0, unlt cell is tetragonal ln shape but elongated along

the c-axis. An anatase unit cell (see Fig. 18) is comprísed of Ti0U

octahedra wlth four edges bel-ng shared with other octahedra, the top and

the bottom octahedra are at right angles to each ot.her. Rutíle is also

Èetragonal in shape but the TiOU octahedra is distorted. only the two

opposite edges are shared with other octahedra t10]. Brookite is

orthorhombfc r¿hereby the TíOU octahedra has three of its edges shared

with other octahedra 1721. They inter-convert as follows [73]:

460" c 470" cBrookite Anatase Rutí1e
A A

Tl0, ls commonly used commerclally as pfgment in hThlÈe paint. Recently,

much attentíon has been diverted to its electrical properties. In the

presence of hydrogen or in íts non-stofchiometríc form, it. behaves as

n-type semiconductor with resÍstivity between 103 to 108f¿cm whlch

decreases with increasing temperature. However, it fs an lnsulator in

its stoichíometric form. Earle t9] and later Cronemeyer 174] concluded

that conductlon proceeds via free electrons in the T10, pellet (forned

frorn T10, powder under pressure) and synthetic rutíle crystal, rather

than holes as ln other types of defect semiconductors. Breckenridge and
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Fie 18¡ Structure of anatase and rutfle TfO
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Hosler [10] suggested that conductlon 1n sfngle crystal TiO, (rutíle)

reduced by hydrogen at high temperature ís attrlbuted to impurÍty or

defect bands. Simllarly, Castro and Hollander [77] working on rutile

TfO,, concluded that the inpurlty band 1s the princfpal rneans of
¿

conduction. Hasfgutl et al. lLzl, tn 1961, proposed that conductlon
3+ - tt+

proceeds vfa Tl- specíes formed by the reductLon of Tí-' specÍes by

hydrogen. At very low temperature (ry20K), conductíon ís via the

Íurpurity band. Apparentlyr most of the literature available today ís

focused on rutlle TI0Z- slngle crystal or pellet for obvious reason.

Nevertheless, there were a few studies conducted on anatase Ti02. Iwaki

and Miura t78] studied the propertles of anatase Ti0, by measurement of

heat of immersl-on ín water but it was not untí1 recently that some

conductivity studies qrere conducted. Harris Í221 constructed a hydrogen

detector usíng polycrystalline anatase TiO, loaded with platinum. He

found that the conduction is purely electronic, the conduction electron

arising from the ionlsatíon of hydrogen atoms chemísorbed on the

surface. The response to hydrogen vras found to be relatively slow at

room temperature but increases sllghtly with increasfng temperature.

Gesser et al. [2I] constructed a hydrogen detector ut11ízíng rnonollthic

amorphous (anatase like) Porous Tltania Glass (PTG) loaded r¿ith

palladium. Conduction fs attributed to the formatlon of T13+ species by

the conversion of 0r- species to 0H and subsequently to h'ater ín the

presence of hydrogen. The elecÈron released is used to reduce T14+ to
2r

Ti''. In thís chapter, temperature coefficfent studíes on reduced plaín

and photodeposited PTG will be presented. The effect of SoxhletÍng,

evacuation, exposure to oxygen, hrat.er vapour, hydroehloríc acid vapour,

etc. on platlnum loaded PTG w111 be discussed.
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5-2. Experiurental

5-2.L Preparatfon of sample-PTG4lOR

A piece of PTG300R was annealed to 410oC at 5OoC/hour. hlhen the

anneallng temperature reached 410"C, f.t was maintafned (total annealíng

time was fourteen hours. Anneall-ng was done at Chenistry Department,

universlty of Manitoba, Vltnnipeg) and subsequently cooled to room

temperature in the oven (tr.te1ve hours). The tltania glass was carefully

sllced fnto rectangular strlps (approxiurately 1 nm x 10 mm, 1 uur thíck)

using a sharp tazor. These strips ¡¿ere Soxhleted drastically

(seventy-two hours), changíng the water every twelve hours. The strÍps

were air-dried under fluorescent lamp and thls glass was referred as

PTG410R. Note that PTG300R whlch I{aa annealed before lras subjected to

similar treatments except for the annealÍng temperature liurit.

5-2,2 Constructíon of hydrogen detector-M/PTc (M = pd, pr, Rh) by

photodepositlon

Strips of PTG410R were soaked in chloroplatínlc acid

1g/fOO nL, Alfa Inorganlcs, Ventron), palladous chloride

300,450,600

300,450,600

300,450,600

( [H2Prc16 ]

( [K2pdct6] =

format

Pt /PTG

Pd/PTG

Rh/PTG

1g/fOO mL, Ffsher certífied reagent) or rhodluur chloríde ([RhCl,

1g/fOO mL, Fisher certifíed reagent) solutfons according to the

bel-ow:

Solutfon Soak Ti¡ne /second Detector

H2PrC16

K2PdCl

Rhcl3

6
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The soaked strips h'ere fmmersed in methanol (Ftsher certlfied

reagent) and subJected to high power ultra-violet irradíation (5-fO

mínutes). The photodeposÍted glass !üas removed from the methanol

solutfon and left to air-dry (10-15 mlnutes). The detectors r¡ere washed

Lrith doubly distllIed water a few tlmes and air-dried under a

fluorescent lamp (1 hour).

5-2.3 The response of M/PTG (M = Pt, Pd, Rh) to hydrogenfai-r mixtures

A círcul-t Ì{as set up as illustrated ln Fig. 19.

Hr/ aír
Micronta digital

multj-meter ( model

ll 22-r9BA )

\ = reslstance of complete circuit

R, = resistance of M/PTG

RO = base resistance (betr¡een 19.35 -

19. A schematic circult diagran used

19.43 M ).

to moníËor the response of

*t

F1g.

M/PTG to H / aír (C0) .



In the above

used to bring

nultimeter.

r07

circuit, the reslstors ri¡ere arranged fn para1le1. This v¡as

the measured resfstance onto the 20 lúLscale of the

The base resistance lras first noÈed prior to any experiments. A

detector was then attached to the gold c1lps (soldered to tungsten

electrodes) and the 'rholderr' (see Fig. 20) subsequently mounted to the

high vacuum system. Leads were then connected to the tungsten

electrodes. The resistance was noted when 1t ceased to fluctuate. The

system (contaÍning 103 cm3 air) was stírred electromagnetically and an

appropríate amount (0.L92, 0.67%, 0.882, L.437", L.892, 2.8I'Á, 3.7I'/.) of

hydrogen (Linde, purlty = 99.95%) was injected into the system via the

septum using a syringe (B-D plastipak). The resistance rrras monitored

every mÍnute untll the resistance stabilízed. The detector was then

exposed to aír and the resistance noted (every minute) until it

stabi ]-lzed.

5-2.4 The response of Rh/PTG to carbon nonoxíde

The procedure for thís experiment was identical to section (5-2.3)

except that carbon monoxide (Matheson, puríty = 99.50%) r¡as used instead

of hydrogen/aír mixture. IThe"recoveryt' experíment, that is exposing

the detector to air rwas not done as carbon monoxide is a health

hazard I ) .

5-2.5 The response of Pt/PTG to hydrogen after:

a) Soxhleting



Fíe 20: A schematic diagram of the flo¡"¡ system used for conductivity studíes.

T= Stopcock. M= Manometer.

l,ILl{T = To main manifold \,üith liquid nitrogen trap.

MS = Magnetic stirrer.

RS = Rubber septum.

LrE = Tungsten electrode.

!{ = ttholdertt.

D = DetecËor.

GS = Gold clíps.

$ = Stopper.

ttReaction chambertt = Section used to monitor the response of detector to gases.

ts
O
co
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Pt/PTG rdas soxhleted (12 hours) and then air-drled under a

fluorescent lamp (1 hour). It was then attached to the electrodes and

mounted to the vacuum system. Leads rdere then connected to the

electrodes and the system evacuated (3 mfnutes). Stopcock T (see Fig.

20) was then closed and an approprlate amount of hydrogen (as mentioned

in sectlon(5-2.3)) was fntroduced lnto the system. The resistance was

noted (every minute).

b) Exposure of Pt/ptC to hydrochlorlc acid vapour

The detector lsas exposed to hydrochloric acid vapour ([HC1] 6 mol

3
dm , Fisher certífied reagent) by suspending it above the solution.

response Èo hydrogen lras monitored as outlíned in section(5-2.3).The

c) Prolonged evacuation

The system r.¡as evacuated with the detector

electrodes (12 hours). Stopcock T (see Fig. 20)

atËached to the

q¡as closed and the

outlined ínresponse of the detector to hydrogen was monÍtored as

section (5-2.3) .

d) Exposure of Pt/PTG (from prolonged evacuatÍon) to oxygen and r¡ater

vapour

The entire system was evacuated (12 hours). Stopcock T was then

shut and 2 "r3 of oxygen (tinde, purity = 99.602) was admitted and left

to stand (2 minutes). The entire system r¿as then evacuated (3 minutes)

and the response to pure hydrogen r¿as then rnonitored according to the

procedure outlined 1n sectlon(5-2.3). (The effect of lrater vapour was

monitored accordíng to the procedure outlined above. lnstead of oxygen,
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a tiny amount of doubly dlstllled lrater (a10.1 mL) was lntroduced into

the system via Èhe septum by fnJection).

5-3 Temperature coefffcient studies

5-3.1 M/PTG (|'l = Pt,Pd) in the presence of alr/hydrogen mixture

A detector was attached to the electrodes and then mounted ín the

vacuum system (volume = I03 "*3) tht"h contained aír (volume of aír =

?
103 cm-r pr€ssure of system !¡as one atmosphere). The system was stirred

electríca1ly (by "magnetic" fan) and hydrogen ( 4.0%) was introduced

into the system. The ttreaction chambertt v¡as then immersed in an

insulated hot water-bath (70-80'C) and the resistance noted r,shen

equillbrlum r,ras attained (5-10 minutes). The procedure was repeated by

immersing the "reaction chamber" in an insulated water bath (room

temperature), lnsulated ice-bath (0"C) and ethanol (Fisher certified

reagent) - dry ice bath (-78'C), noting the resistance each time when

equilibríum was achieved.

5-3.2 Electroreduced plaín PTG300R

A strip of PTG300R (0.1 cm x 1 cm, 0.1 cm thick) was attached to a

gold cltp (cathode, Pt electrode wâs the anode) and immersed in

hydrochloríc acid solution (tHCl] = 1 x 10-3 r,ol dm-3, Fisher certified

reagent). It was reduced electrolytically (current=5mA) for a

specified period (10s - 140s). The reduced PTG was quickly rinsed in

doubly distilled water and attached to the electrodes fmmedlately. The

entire system was then evacuated and the pressure of the system

monitored uslng the mercury Mcleod gauge. Llhen appropriate Pressure was

achieved (usually 0.001 nm Hg), stopcock T was shut and Ëhe 'rreaction
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chambertt ímmersed ín hot water bath, rrTater baÈh, lce bath and

ethanol-dry lce mlxture, noÈing the resistance each time when

equllfbríum was attaíned.

5-4 Treatment of data

In this text, PTG either plain or loaded with noble metal is

assumed to be a resistor and its behaviour is ohmic (below 9V). Since

the resistors were arranged in parallel (Fig. 19) ' Èhen the resistance

(R" ) of titania glass is given by
I

-l-= -f* + (s.01)
\RrRo

where RO = base resistance

\ = resistance of enÈÍre circuit

R, = resistance of PTG

Rearranging and símplifying equation (5.01)

Rx Rt
*t (s.02)o

o \
Resistivity K is gíven by

K= *t xA
L

where A = cross sectional area of resistor

L = length of reslstor

But conductívlty 6 is given by the reciprocal of fi

6=

R

R

I-ft-

(s.03)

L

I xA
( s.04)
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Also

6-= ne[ (s.0s)

where n = number of conductfng electrons per unít volume or holes

1n the normally fílled valence band

.M = robility of electron

and e = charge of electron [cited from ref.t79]]

For an intrlnsíc semiconductor, the number of electrons n 1s glven by

lTel
312

ll= I2(2Trnkr/h2) l exp (-E /zur¡o

= A exp GEg/zkT)

r^rhere Eg = energy gap between conductíon and valence band

m = mass of electron

k,þ = Boltzmann and Planck constants respectively,

T = temperature

andA= l2(hrnkr/h2)f/2

If the semfconductor contains defect, then

n'= Aexp(-E/kT)

(s.06)

(s.07)

the excitatLon of electrons

for suffíclently large defect

¡shere E being the activatLon energy for

from the Fermi level E, (which is "pinned"

densfty at the irnpurity level) to the conduction band 8".
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Hence

n A exp(-ElkT) (s.08)

Substitute equatíon (5.08) into (5.05) and slmplifying,

Õ' = A exp(-ElkT).ep

= Bexp (-ElkT) (s.0e)

where B = AeF

An Arrhenius type plot is obtaj-ned if ln S ís plotted agaínst the

reciprocal of temperature, the slope corresponding to (-E/k) and

intercept equals B. The calculatíons were done by Apple II computer

using the programme ¡vritten in BASIC language (see appendix 3).

5-5 Results

The soaked samples darkened upon irradiation by ultra-violet light.

Thís darkening was attributed to the photodeposítion of a uniform layer

of noble metal (Pd,Pt,Rh) on the surface of títania glass (PTG410R). No

significant change in the resístance \¡¡as observed. The response of Pt

and Pd detectors to various concentration of hydrogen at room

temperature are illustrated tn Fig. 2I.I-zL.4. In rnost cases the

formatíon of a plateau conmenced after the fírst mínute. On the third

mfnute, more than 90% response was observed with one exceptíon (Pt/PTG,

450s soaking, IHZ] = L.90%) which was caused by uneven flow of

hydrogen ln the sysËem in the inital stage. The response to hydrogen

was Less dramatic at lower hydrogen concentratíon but a shorter recovery
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Fie 21. I : Response of Pt /PTc (600s soaklng) to various
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Fie 21. 2 : Re sponse of Pt/PTG(450s soaking) to various

concenEraEion of hYdrogen in alr aE 25"C
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Fie 21.3: Resp onse of Pd/PTG(4Sos soaking) to various

concentration of hydrogen i.n air at 25C
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time was requfred. As hydrogen concentratfon increased, the response

r^ras rnore drarnatfc as lllustrated by the increasfng electrical

conductivity values. Hor¡ever, the recovery tÍme lncreased slightly.

This result suggested that electron concentration 1n the conduction band

lncreases as hydrogen concentratlon increases.

Clearly ít can be seen that the platlnum detectors r^7ere more

sensitive Èhan the palladfum counterPart to hydrogen. Sensítivity

lncreased with loadlng and recycling in hydrogen. Attenpts to use lowly

loaded (less than 300s soaking) detectors to detect hydrogen at lower

concentration was very díscouragíng. Several attempts to utílíse

rhodlum loaded PTG410R as hydrogen detector proved fruítless due to its

poor response to hydrogen relative to platínum or palladíuur detectors.

An attenpt to use Rh/PTG to detect carbon monoxide was extremely

discouraglng due to poor response and ínhíbítion of the sensitivity by

rhe gas. Exposlng the inhfbíted detector to aír (five days) failed to

revive its sensíËivity, not even to pure hydrogen. No further

experiment was conducted thereafter.

The detectors "shocked" after befng soxhleted drastically. In

other words, the reslstance of Èhe detector elas very large. Prolonged

evacuation and exposure to hydrochloric acid vapour inhibited the

response of platinum detector to hydrogen too, the latter (HCl) case

causíng pofsoning to the detector. The resistance of the detector

decreased after exposure to hydrochlorfc acfd vapour (see Table 5).

Soxhletlng and exposing the detector to afr (ftve days) faíled to

recover lts response as a detector-even pure hydrogen was not effectlve.

Partial recovery ¡¡as achieved by soaking the detector ln hydrogen

peroxlde. The effect of oxygen and water vapour on platlnum detector
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Table 5 : Resístance of I'|/PTG ( M=Pt.Pd.Rh)

before and after exp osure to HCl vapour.

Exposure tíme = 45 minutes

Concentration of HC1 = 6 mole dm-3

All the above samples r.tere prepared according to the

format listed in 5-2.2, page 105 except that the soakíng

tí¡ne was only 300 seconds for each case.

PTG in Ehe above table indicates that PTG 410R was

used as the " supporÈ 'r for Ehe noble metals.

Sample Resistance before

exposure to HC1

Mn

ResisÈance after

exposure to IIel.

MII

Pd/PTG

P T /PTG

Rh/PTG

2500

1,25

1880

77

110

410
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(whích was evacuated) is fllustrated 1n Ffg. 22-23. In the absence of

oxygen andfor water vapour, platlnum detector nas fnert to pure

hydrogen. The response \ras fnitlated upon the lntroduction of either

oxygen or hrater vapour, fndfcating that the above mentioned lngredíents

are vital in the detectfon of hydrogen by Pr/PTG. Plaín PTG410R r¡as

inert to hydrogen/aix mixture, suggestlng that noble metal is a

necesslty for the constructlon of M/PTG (M = Pt, Pd, Rh) hydrogen

detector.

The electroreduced titania glass (PTG300R) was very susceptíble Èo

oxÍdation. The colour varied from blue to purple, dependíng on the

extent of reduction. This coloraËíon was atÈríbuted to the formation of

Ti3+ species [2i-,32] or the colour centred species Ti02- tB0l. Exposing

the reduced glass to air restored the original colour (sllghtly

yellowÍsh), indicating that Tl4+ r.ras formed. Fíg , 24-25 illustrate the

changes ín electrical conductívity as a function of the recíprocal

absolute temperature of electroreduced and photodeposited (PTG410R)

titanía glass. A reasonable 1ínear relatlonshíp ís observed accordlng

to equation (5.09). The results are lísted in Table 6-7. The

actívatlon energy of conductlon E, decreased as reduction tíme

fncreased. This may represent an authentic decrease in the energy level

of the defect, but there seems llttle physical basis for this

assumption. We assume lnstead that ít results from a decrease in the

concentration of defects at an energy E belo¡'r the conduction band, such

that the Fermi level becomes ttunpínned" by Èhese centres and 1s

controlled by secondary inpurity or defect centres. As a result,

conductlvíty lncreased as reductfon time increased. No attempt was made

to utilize PTG360R and PTG410R for the above temperature coeffícíent

studfes.
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Fts. 22: The resÞonse o f evacuated PtIPTG4I0R to hvdroeen

after various treatments.

p = Evact¡ate, that is having the mereury dlf fusion purnp and

rotary pump evacuating the vacuum sysÈem.

Q = Addltlon of pure oxygen (2 cr3¡.

AR = Addition of pure argon (2 cm
,)

Hz
?

Addition of pure hydrogen (6 cm').

f, = The response of oxygen treated Pt/PTG410R ( evacuated

for L2 hours, 80 seconds soaking ín chloroplatinic

acid ) to hydrogur, (6 ct3)

p = The response of argon treated PL/PTG4IOR ( evacuated

for 12 hours, 80 seconds soaking in chloroplatinic

acíd ) to hydrogen (6 cn3).

l( = The response of r oxygen treated Pt/PTG41OR ( evacuated

12 hours, 80 seconds soaking ln chloroplatinic acÍd )

to argon (2 cr3¡.

Volume of system = 103 crn3

Pressure of system = 1 aËmosphere

Temperature of system = 25oC.
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Fig 23: The response of PI/PTG41OR to hydrogen afËer various

treatment s .

HCI = The response of HC1 treated Pt/pfCAtOn ( 80 seconds

soaking in chloroplatinic acid to pure hydrogen (6 cm3).

J= IntroducËion of doubly distilled \,/ater ( 0.1 mL).

Evaeuate, that is having the mercury diffusion pump and

rotary pump evacuating the vacuum system.

Addition of pure hydrogen (6 c*3¡.

The response of moisture treated PÈ/PTG4fOR ( evacuated

12 hours, B0 seconds soaking in chloroplatiníc acid )

to pure hydrogen (O cr3).

The response of unsoxhleted Pt/PTG410R ( 80 seconds

soaki-ng in chloroplatinic acid ) to pure hydrogen
.,

(2 cm').

G = The response of evacuated PI/PTG41OR ( B0 seconds

Hz=

ft _

P-

N=

soaking in chloroplatinic acÍd )

(z crn3) .

to pure hydrogen

Volume of system = 103 cm
3

Pressure of sysiein = I atmosphere.

Temperature of system = 25"C.
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Ffe 24: Plots of the logarlthm of
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electrical conductivltv(6)

as a functlon of the reciprocal absolute temperature of

electroreduced PTG 300R.

A = Arrhenius plot of PTG 300R electroreduced for 140 second

B = Arrhenius plot of PTG 300R electroreduced for 100 second

C = Arrhenius ploÈ of PTG 300R electroreduced for 110 second

D = Arrhenius plot of PTG 300R electroreduced for 110 second

E = Arrhenius plot of PTG 300R electroreduced for 130 second

F = Arrhenius plot of PTG 300R electroreduced for 80 second

G = Arrhenius plot of PTG 300R electroreduced for 70 second

H = Arrhenius plot of PTG 300R electroreduced for 50 second

I = Arrhenius plot of PTG 300R elecEroreduced for 30 second

J = Arrheníus plot of PTG 300R electroreduced for 10 second
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Fie 25: Plots of logarithrn of electrica 1 conductlvitv(o)

as a functfon of the reclp rocal absolute temperature of

photodeposited PTG 410R.

A = Arrhenius plot of Pt/PTG 4l0R,soaked ín chloroplatinic

acíd for 450 second.

B = Arrhenius plot of Pt/PTG 4lOR,soaked in chloroplatinic

acid for 600 second.

C = Arrhenius plot of Pd/PTG 4l0R,soaked in palladous

chloride solution for 600 second.

D = Arrhenius plot of Pt/PTG 410R,soaked ín chloroplaÈiníc

acid for 300 second.

E = ArrhenÍus plot of Pd/PTG 410R, soaked in palladous

chloride solution for 450 second.
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Table 6 : Cornpilation of energy seperation ( E ) betrveen

the conduction band ( E" ) and the Fermi level (Er)of

electroreduced PTG 3O0RT

¿
The sarnples were elecÈroreduced ín dilute HCI

solutíon ( 0.001M ) according to the procedure

outlined i-n section 5.32, page 110.

Reduction time

second

E

KJ rnole-l

E"-Ed

KJ mole-l

140

130

110

100

80

70

50

30

10

9.7 0

IL.94

15.86

18. 99

2I.22

22.90

24.76

36.32

56.28

19. 40

23.88

3r.72

37.98

42. 44

4s.80

49.s2

7 2.64

LIz,56
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Table 7: Compil-ation of conductíon energy (E) of I'I/PTG (M = Pd, Pt)

wi-th various loading in the presence of H (4%) I air mixturei
2

Sample Soak time

second

E

KJ mole -1

Pt /PTG

Pd /PTG

600

450

300

600

450

23.6L

40.33

29.78

3s. B9

28.7 3

In the above tabfe, PTG4I0R was used as a "support

for the noble metals. The samples were prepared

according to the format listed in section 5-2.2,

page 105.
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5-6 Discussion

I,rrhen Tí0, is immersed ln methanol, some of the terminal hydroxyl

group will react to form Ti-O{H specÍes t3f1 as
J

L+Ti-OH + cH30H
4+Tí_o_cH ( sa¡

3
+ H2O

An analogous reactíon wí11 occur to PTG410R when immersed in methanol.

upon irradiation by ultra-violet light, photodeposition of a uniform

layer of noble metal occurred whÍch is attributed to the reduction of
l++ 3+Ti' species to Tí" species which in turn reduces the noble metal

catíon to ítrs metallíc forrn [21].

2I
:
=TÍ-O_CH hù 3+

-t 

Ti
cH3olt

+ L, uro,z+ coz+ i
4+

3+nTÍ

3

+ ( sb)

J

whereM=noblemetal

fl ,nt = integer

Under these cl-rcunstances, methanol- servês as ân trelect¡:on irâprr,

caPturing the electron released from reaction (5b) which is used for the

reduction of rí4+ to Tí3+. Apart from carbon dioxide, hydrogen and

oxygen, methanol, methanal and methanoíc acid are also formed during

this process [81-82].

The feasibílity of reaction (5b) is determíned by the Gibbs free

Mt+ Ti/r* + Mon
OHCH
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energy êG).

AG = -nFE (5.10)

where n = moles of electrons

and

F = Faraday constant

E = the standard electrode potential difference between

tt3*(-0.209v) and rhe carion (pr4* = 1.44v, pd2* = 0.6gV,

Rh3+ = 0.44V)

It is well known that hydrogen wíll chemisorb dissociatively on the

platinum surface 1221. Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) studies on PTG

indicates that 02 specíes will lnteract with hydrogen atom via hydrogen

spillover, forrning a peroxy type specíes which has been observed in

photochemical studies on Tí0, bV Gonzalez-Elipe et a1. t831. Gesser er

al. [32] proposed that this interactÍon causes an electron transfer as

2

2

¿
H¿

H
o

2
I tt+

-Ti---.-{-
-Ti

tt+.j--.--.o-

(5c )

H
H

O-r-O

3+

-Ti-0_



resulting in the formatlon of ,r3* rntÎ3h diffuses readily fn rhe

lattfce. Increaslng the hydrogen concentratlon enhances the formation

of Pt-H species, thus further facilitating the formatlon of the donor

specfes Ti3+ vfa hydrogen splllover. As Ti3+ concentratfon increases,

conductivfty (O) therefore increases too. Less dranatlc change in 6 in

the later stages is caused by the depletton of 0r- species, the

prerequlsite for hydrogen splllover. Exposlng the detector to air

regenerates the sensitívity. Evidence based on ESR studies in Pd/PTG

system Índicates that Pd /PTG...0Z- specíes is formed [32], which thus

serves as the recovery sÈep for the hydrogen detector.

Palladium is knor¡n to adsorb tremendous amount of hydrogen relatíve

to itts own volume as compared to platinum. But why PI/PTG was a better

hydrogen detector than Pd/PTG is still unclear, presumably it could be

due to the fact that platinum could be a better hydrogen spillover

promoter than palladium. The increasing sensitír'íty of the detectors by

recycling is still unclear. Perhaps ít could be due to the reductíon of

traces of cation to it's metallic state. However, this needs to be

investigated further.

Carbon monoxide will chemisorb on rhodÍum surface and the response

which was observed can be represented as

CO

i4+

-Tí-I

--

&

2

o
I
I
I

?;
I
I

2

1

*oz
c0

3+

-Ti-

3+

-Ti-

<-

(sa¡
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Again 0, spectes serves as the prerequisite for Tf3+ formation.

Hor.¡ever, thls proposal ought to be lnvestfgated further. yates 1,23)

noticed that carbon dfoxlde will chemisorb strongly on Tf0, surface

forming COr- type species. Evacuation fafled to remove thls specfes but

cheurfsorbed carbon monoxide was cornpletely removed. Recently, Morterra

et a1. t84l confÍrmed Yatesr ldentlfication but other species like

bicarbonate type v¡ere also formed. Carbon dloxide is formed according

to the proposed mechanisrn. chemisorption of carbon dioxide on the

surface of PTG can therefore occur. I.Ihether the ínhibition of Rh/PTG by

carbon monox,ide v¡as caused by the C0, specfes or bicarbonate type

species has yet to be determined.

Exposure of Pt/PTG to hydrochloric acid vapour completely destroyed

the detector. Jones and Hockey [85] found that the surface hydroxyl

ions reacted wfth hydrochloric acid vapour as

o +cl ( se)
2

producing species like Tí]!%1, liIå1 , etc. As mentíoned earlier , 02

species (which is basic) exÍsts on Èhe surface of PTG. Gesser and

Kruczynski 132] have shor^m that 0r- and 0H- specíes can interchange.

Presunably the depletíon of 0H- species by hydrochloric acid vapour

somehow affects 0r- species, perhaps by decreasing itts concentration on

the surface of PTG. However, the direct reaction of 0r- with

hydrochlorÍc acld cannot be ignored since the 0, specÍes ís basÍc.

The ease of removfng 02 species from the surface of PTG was in

excellent agreement r¡1th earlfer work by Gesser and Kruczynskf [32]. In

the absence of 0r- specfes, reductíon of Tf4+ to Ti3+ fs not possible.

SÈrong evidence based on ESR studies by the above authors on Pd/pTG
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system suggested that oxygen will fnteract wíth pd/pTG Èo form

Pd/PTG...0,,- specles. rn the presence of hydrogen, reductfon of rí4+ to¿'
Ti3+ occurs. oxygen will fnteract with prG, forming prc...0r- specles.

No reduction rsas observed suggestíng that palladlum is requfred to

catalyse the reduction of T14+ to Tf3*. This is in excellent agreement

with the present work, suggesting that an ídentíca1 reactlon occurred

with the Pt/PTG system upon the introduction of oxygem to the evacuated

Pr /PTG.

The lntroductÍon of r¡ater vapour to the evacuated Pt/PTG system

also revitalised the sensÍtívity of the detector to hydrogen. Earlier,

Boudart and Levy t86] shor¿ed that the presence of water vapour promotes

hydrogen spíllover in Pt/w03 system. The authors suggested that a

solvated proton is formed on the metal which then urígrates to the

support which serves as the proton acceptor. The proton is subsequently

released to the reductlon síte. Thomson and Harvey [81] notlced that

the activatíon energy of conductÍon decreases ín the presence of

moisture in Pt /SiO, system. The authors attributed this to íncreasing

protoníc conductíon. Recently Ambs and Mitchell t88] reported an

enhanced hydrogen spillover in a Pt /AL2o3 system in the presence of

water vapour. They concluded that the 0H group ís produced via

hydrolysis of A1-0 bonds by the adsorbed Ì^rater molecules on the alumina

surface. Negatlve hydrogen splllover \.ras observed ín Èhe absence of

platinurn. In any of the above mechanisms, conductfvity ís expected to

decrease to a certain extent. Herrmann and Pichat [17] reported that

the conductfvity of platinum loaded T10, íncreases r¿íth increasing

platinum loading fn the presence of hydrogen. Further investlgatfon ls

thus requfred to validate the above proposal regardlng the effect of
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moisture to Pt/PTG, ln partlcular the I'revitalísationrr of evacuated

Pt/PTG to hydrogen response.

The activatlon energy of conduction (E) Íncreases with increasing

pratf-nun or palladlurn loadíng excepr Pr/PTc wirh the highest loadtng

(600 second soaking). Thls abnormalÍty is attributed to the'appearance

of a quasímetallic nature whereby the uniform layer of platínum on lhe

surface presumably behaves as a conductor r¡hich thus causes a decrease

in conductivlty. ThÍs behaviour becomes more apparent at higher

temperature as illustrated Ín Fíg. 25, Herrmann and Pichat [17],

worklng on Pt /Ti-}2 (anatase) inferred that this increase of E values

with increasing loading was due to an 'relectron pumping" effect, that is

an electron ís being "pumped" from Tí3+ to platinum as

e * PË 
-- 

ePr (5f)

rvhere eñ- corresponds to an electron trapped by platínum. Thís ísPT

justified by the fact that the work function (<D) of reduced ri0, @4.60

ev ín vacuum) is less than platínuur (æ 5.36 ev). Based on the above

results, electron transfer could occur to Pt/ptC system in the presence

of hydrogen as we11. For the lowly loaded detectors, electrons must

have been "pumped" from the shallower donor level (fi3*), hence E ís

sual-L. In contrast, e1-ectrons ha','e to be exËracted from a deeper 1evel,

making E larger than the lowly loaded counterparts. In other words, the

presence of palladium and platinun wlll no doubt lnfluence the

electronic properties of PTG4I-0R drastically, judging frorn the results

obtained and those of Herrmann and Pfchat [17].

The redox reductíon of PTG300R is descrl_bed as:
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At cathode

4+
IA * e 

---..¡ 
TÍ

( se)
At anode:

4OH 

-¡O
2

+2HrO*4e

As can be seen from the Arrhenius type plot of ln f against the

reclprocal absolute t.emperature (Fig. 24), reasonable straight línes are

obtaíned in accordance to equatíon C= 6oexp(-El/kT). Thís implies that

reduced PTG300R behaves as an extrínslc n-type semfconductor ín vacuum.

Earlíer Hasigutí et al. If2] also proposed that the conducËion ín rutile

TiO, proceeds via electrons movíng in the conduction band, not by the

t'hopping" mechanísm utílisíng the.trapped erectrons. The authors

índicated too, that the electrons are deríved frorn the 3dl state of

títanium, that is Ti3+. Therefore for a slightly reduced pTG, the

number of conducting electrons in the conduction band ís sma1l since the

concentration of Tí3+ is small.. Hence conductivity6 is small and the

Fermí level and the donor level are further apart. As the reduction

time increases, more electrons are avail-able to partake in the

conductÍon process due to the increase l-n Ti3+ concentration.

conductivlty thus decreases. Judging from the results obtained, ít is

probably the Fermi level position ¡¡hich is changíng wíth E"-Ud positíon

reurainfng fixed. Thfs lurplies that E"-Ud positíon is índependent of

1n good agreement ¡¿lth earlfer work

3+

Tí3+ concentratíon. This result is
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[10,74] and obeys the Meyerts rule whích predl-cts a decrease in E as

concentration of electron in the conductlon band increases Icíted from

ref. t79l l.
Though PTG300R was reduced electrolytically, the neutralíty of the

lattice has Èo be preserved somehow. Breckenridge and Hosler If0],
?+worklng on rutile TiO, postulated the Ti" probably resídes near the

oxygen defect 0 whlch rnay arise from annealing, for example neutralv

centres such as [0.,r.2.Ti3*] , síngly ionized centre [0r.Ti3+] or f ree

. ^2+vacancies 0 - have been suggested. Iwakí [13] pointed out that oxygenv

vacancíes whích are produced by the removal of oxygen atoms in rutíle

Tí0, will generate electrons whlch may act as donors. However, this

explanation can be neglected since this wfll only occur when the sample

is kept in vacuo at hígh temperature (>700"C) or in hydrogen whereas

this ¡^rork was conducted at room temperature. Pictoriallyr the locatíon

of the conducting species (fi3*) ín reduced PTG300R can be represented

as

Conduction band

S.D

Ti

E

E 310 I(J mole

(Fermi level )

( donor level 'r¡hich is

posítively charged)

c

d

r.

3+

-1
c

Valence band
Ev

Band structure of PTG (anatase) íllust.rating the location of

conduc t 1n ec]-es Ti 3+ in electroreduced PTG.
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where E = energy gap between the conduction band and the valence bandc"
E = energy seperatíon between the conduction band and the Fermi

E - E.
level, whÍch is approxinately equal ar -# for

rutíle single crystal 1131. This relationship may be

applicable to amorphous PTG Èoo.

S.D = other secondary defects ( donors ).



CHAPTER 6

INFRA-RED STUDIES
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6.1 Introduction

The presence of hydroxyl groups (0H) on the surface of both anatase

and rutfle tltanla has been wldely lnvestlgated uslng fnfra-red

spectroscoplc technfque. The appearance of the hydroxyl groups, 1n

prfnclple is caused by the interaction of rrrater vapour with the surface

of titania in order to satisfy the valency requirement. Proposals have

been put forward, hopíng to present a quantitatíve picture of the

hydroxylation and dehydroxylatíon phenomena. Yates I23] fírst

fnvestigated the surface hydroxyl groups of anatase and rutíle TiO, in

1960. Since then, more details have been revealed. Parfitt and Jackson

L26l ' workíng on rutile TiO, suggested that when water vapour molecule

chemisorbs on a bare titanÍum sÍte, lt \,,til1 decompose, releasing a

labile proton which then rnígrates to the surface oxide ion, leaving the

0H group behind on the metal síte. In contrast, Primet and co-workers

[24] proposed that the hydroxyl groups appear as a result of direct

substitution of the surface oxide by 0H group. More suggestions have

been forr.rarded and the reader is referred to the review article entitled

"The Surface of Títaniu¡n Dioxíderr by G. D. Parfítt [28].

Llttle has been done on the surface hydroxyl groups of Porous

Titania Glass (PTG), a "polymerfc form" of TiO, since the publication of

the paper by Gesser et ai. t19]. In this chapter, an ínfra-red study on

the dehydroxylation of the surface hydroxyl groups of PTG will be

discussed.

6.2 Experirnental
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PTG sample (thickness(0.1 cn) which had been annealed (300"C and

320'C) and drastically Soxhleted (72 hours) rvas transferred to an

infra-red celI as fllustrated ín Fig. 26. The cell qras constructed of

rnfrasil quartz which r¡as free of 0H absorption at 3700 
"r-1. 

The cell

was then contlnuously evacuated and degassed slowly (to prevent the

sample from cracking due to rapid loss of moisture) after being mounted

to the high vacuum line (pressure < 10-4 torr) wirh líquÍd nftrogen rrap

isolating the sample to prevent further contamination (by oil from the

rotary pump). Spectra !/ere taken at varlous intervals using a

Perkin-Elmer lnfra-red spectrometer (model 700). The band width r¿as 0.5

-1cm - and the reference used for calibration was polystyrene strip

(Perkin-Elmer, 0.05 mn thick, Part Number 186-2082). Degassing

temPerature r,¡as monítored by a chromel-alurunel thermocouple placed close

to the sample cell. A blank quartz cell was used as the reference

throughout the experiment.

6.3 Results

As shown by the X-ray díffractlon patt.erns in the earlier chapter,

the sample used (PTG300R and PTG320R) were predomínantly amorphous,

^e-r^+ ^1 1: ^J- ^L--- L af^O^ 
^! 

IsrJÞLd¡rrùrÌrB Lu ¡uLrIc alraL¿r.:'c r-llaI'a(-LeI aL Jou u. Âf' Iol^re|r qegass]_ng

t.emperature K110'C), a signífícant amount of residual water was stí11

retained as lllustrated by the broad band centred at 3100 cm-1 (Fig.

27-28). These obscured bands, whích appeared as shoulders in the poorly

resolved spectra (Fig. 27-28) are the precursor to the various hydroxyl

groups as shall be explalned later. At this stage of degasslng

(temperature = 110'Cr prêssure<10-4 torr), no apparent change in colour
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To vacuum l1ne wfth l-lquid

nltrogen trap.

<-- Stopcock T24

Stopper

Pyrex

Quartz

<__ IR cell(quartz)

Fíe 26: Detaíl of the IR cell.
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Fj-s. 27: IR spectra of PTG 320R deeassed at various temperatures.
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Fis 28: IR spectra of PTG300R degassed aÈ variou s temperatures.

6 = IR spectrum of PRG300R degassed aÈ ll_Ooc f.or 24

7 = IR spectrum of PTG300R degassed at 227"C for ZO

B = IR spectrum of PTG300R degassed at 255"C for 20

9 = IR spectrum of PTG300R degassed at 315"C for 18

10 = IR spectrum of PTG300R degassed at 362"C for 5

hour s.

hours.

hour s.

hours.

hour s .
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of the samples \ras observed. At a slightly higher degassing temperature

()200'C), reduction of residual water occurred as confírmed by the

narrowlng of the broad nater band. Sírnultaneouslyr promlnent peaks

appeared ar 3718 cm-l, 3667 cm-l and 3636 cm-l (prc320R) and 3718 cn-l,
-1 -13666 cm * and 3632 crn ^ (PTG300R). However, at thfs stage of degassing,

dlscoloration of the samples occurred, turning frour light brown to dark

brown as degassing temperature was increased. Thls dlscoloratíon whÍch

was also observed by earller workers ï26,89-9Il remaíned when kept ín

vacuum but faded slow1y to light yellowish (identíca1 to itrs orígínal

colour prior to experinent) colour when exposed to air. As the band at

-'l3718 cn ' sharpened (degassing Èemperature>300'C), the bands at the

lower frequency reglon began to dímintsh and eventually dísappeared at

very hfgh degassing temperature Þ400"C). ThÍs stage was not observed

but the disappearance of the peaks are íllustrated by the dimíníshíng

peaks at the lower frequency region.

6.4 Discussion

The discoloratlon of both ånatase and rutíle T10, in vacuo is not

nehr. Herríngton 1.921, working on rutile Ti0, and later Clark and

Broadhead [90] r^rorking on anaiase Ti02 aiiríbuied Èhe díscol-oratíorr of

the sample to contaminatl-on of the sample by grease or pump oi1. The

system used r¡as not grease-free, thus this possibility cannot be

fgnored. Hqllabaugh and Chessfck [94] suggested that the hydrated

rutlle Ti0o surface consists of two layers -- an l-nner layer cornprfslng
¿

of chemísorbed hydroxyl groups and an outer layer of l¡ater molecules

hydrogen-bonded across the hydroxyl- groups. Upon degassfng
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and evacuating, the outer layer of water molecules fs removed, exposing

the inner layer whlch fs susceptfble to replacement by lmpurltfes.

Bearing fn mlnd that the surfaces of rutile and anatase âre different,

the above model is adopted to explafn the dfscoloraÈlon. Followíng the

removal of residual water from the tltania glass surface, organic

molecules (from grease) are encouraged to dlsplace the lnner OH groups.

upon adsorption, the symmetry of the inner hydroxyr groups ís disturbed

which results 1n a change in the locallsed energy levels at the surface

of the titanla glass. Therefore a bro¡.m discoloration resulted. This

disturbance is restored following the readsorption of water molecules

from the atmosphere. The symmetry of the inner hydroxyl groups ís thus

regenerated. ContamínatÍon by pump oí1 has been neglected on the basis

that the liquid nitrogen trap would have removed the oil vapour, thus

prohibítíng contanination of the samples.

Jones and Hockey [85] workÍng on rutile Tí0, demonstrated that the

chlorine content on the surface increases upon heatíng which is inferred

as the extrusion of chloride ions from the interior to the surface

layers. The chloríde ions interact wíth the surface hydroxyl groups as:

C1-( interior ) + zrix+1oH-¡ (surface) ---Ð 1i(x-1)+ CI- (surface)

( surf ace )

+ H2O (desorbed) (oa¡

x = oxidation state of titanium atom

x* 1_
o'+Ti

In other words, hydroxyl groups are removed whích

symmetry of the inner layer. Hence discoloration

disappearance of the brown colour uray be caused by

thus disturbed the

occurred. The

the readsorption of
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water molecule from the atmosphere, hence restoring the symmetry again.

Preclsely what happened to the adsorbed organfc molecules and chloride

ions upon readsorptlon of !¡ater molecules remained to be explaíned.

Morterra et al. t30] suggested thar the lrnpurity, like chloride is

removed as chlorine gas as:

2 ri4+ct- oJ 2 ri3+tr + crz ( 6b)

4+which results in vacuum reductíon of Ti (El = aníon vacancy). Upon

exPosure to atmospherlc conditions, discoloratÍon disappeared due to

oxidation of Ti3+ to Tí4*.

Kaluza and Boehm [91] demonstrated that Hg vapour can cause

discoloration to titania toordue to the formatíon of HgO on the surface.

However, the presence of oxygen and ultraviolet light ís requíred. The

colour fades 1n darkness if moísture is present. The authors suggested

that fadíng occurs as a result of the reduction of HgO by the reducing

species (possíbly Ti3+ or Ti02 ) formed during the j,nteraction of Ti0,

with atmospherlc water molecules, the process being slow due to the hÍgh

activatÍon energy involved ín the formation of the reducíng species.

I believe that thís factor probably constitutes a minute role in

the discoloratfon of the PTG samples due to the fact that degassing and

evacuatíng were done at night and the samples partially shielded from

dÍrect exposure to fluorescent light by the heater. Cronemeyer and

Gf1leo t93l and later Heínglein t80l fnferred the dÍscoloration to be

?+
caused by Ti- species or the colour centred species Ti02- respectÍvely.

Unlike the latter suggestfon, it is unlikely that Tl3+ was formed unless

the samples rdere recluced in vacuo or heated at high temperatures

(>400"C). But ln the presence of ultravíolet light, the appearance of
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Ti* or Tl0, species cannot be totally neglected though the probability

of ftts occurrence 1s rather small.

The appearance of the sharp band around 3718 "*-1 
h"d been observed

earll-er [L9r23,26). Thfs band ls assigned as the free hydroxyl

stretching vibratfon where ft ls well fsolated and not

hydrogen-bonded. Generally, bands appearing above 3700 crn-1 are typical

of netallic oxíde of hígh surface area [cited from ref. 124] L a

predictíon r¡hich agrees very well wíth the experlmental results obtained

earlier. Primet et al. [24] clalmed that the hydroxylic hydrogen atom

of anatase Tí0, ís more acidic than rutile. The electronegative oxygen

atoms (designated A in Fig. 29) can polarise the hydroxylic oxygen

(designated B ln Fíg.29) slnce they are in close vicinity to each

other. Hence an lncrease Ín electron density is expected. Therefore

the hydroxylic hydrogen becomes more protonic, thus making it the

strongest Lewís acid síte on the surface of titanía. The above authors

also demonstrated that the hydroxyl groups are basÍc. Boehm [25]

working on anatase Ti0, suggested that half of the hydroxyl groups are

acidic, the remainíng beíng basic. However, the above has not yet been

conducted on the PTG sarnples. At higher degassíng Èemperature (>SB2'C),

the peak at 3718 
"r-1 

dírtnished slightly and thís is attributed to the

removal- of 0H group vía ihe migration of proËon or 0H itself. This

results in the formatíon of incompletely co-ordinated Tí atoms and

evídence for this had been shown by Primet et al t241. The reaction is

OH

-It- -ir 
--t{-/t /l

OH

í-
/t

---T/l + H2o (0c)
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RUT I LE

1
1. 98A

I

i 2.53A

à<

/

ôv

o
=Oxvgen atom.

= Titaníunì atom.

?

1. 96A

2

2.96A_'

N = no PLANE

A=electronegatÍve oxyge:ì .

B=hydroxylic oxygen.

1
2.80A

ANATASE

<-2.80A

ou

' 454

NN = ool PLANE

Tí . Interatomic distances in anatase ancl rutÍ1e Tí0

(Reproduced from reference (24)) .
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The band at 3667 cm-l (3666 
"r-1 fo, PTG300R) is assigned as

hydrogen bonded hydroxyl group. Pure anatase w111 exhibft bands at 3715

"*-1 a'd 3665 cm-l whereas rutíle at 3680 cm-l, 3655 cm-l and 3410 cm-1

1,241. rn short, the above results suggest that the prG samples used

resemble anatase more so than rutÍ1e which fs in good agreement with the

xRD studÍes earlier. DehydroxylatÍon of the hydrogen bonded hydroxyl

grouPs (at temperature > 300'C) can be accounted as the formation of the

bridging species by the removal of the hydroxyl group via the reaction

-Ti 
o-Ti-

å,

-/o.,-_rz_o\rra luo¡./ I ,/lOH'OH

OH

I

OH

I

+oH t
OH

The appearance of an enrirely different band at 3636 cm-l (3632

"t-1 fo. PTG300R) was in good agreement wÍth earl-ier studies by Gesser

et al. t19]. Terminar hydroxyl groups appear berween 3750 cm-l and 3600

-i
"*-t l2g,3rl while rhe bridged hydroxyr groups ar 3450 

"r-1 ao 3400 crn-l

t311. This tentatívely suggests that the band correspond to an

unbridged hydroxyl group. It is very unlikely that the above band will

correspond to an overlapplng anatase and rutile band unless hydrogen

bondfng occurs whereby the band will be shifted slÍghtly to the lower

frequency region. Flnklea and vlthanage t31] assigned the peak at 3650

"*-1." the overlappÍng anatase and rutile peak where the anatase:
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rutlle ratlo fs 85:15. Earlfer, the XRD patterns lllustrated

samples were predomlnantly amorphous wlth increaslng anatase

characterlstlc with fncreasing annealing temperature. Judging

poor correlatlon between the two results, it 1s most unlikely

at 3636 (3632) 
"r-I 1" of the overlapping narure. Perhaps rhis

arlse from another crystal face. However, more work is needed

confirm the appearance of this band.

that the

from the

the peak

band may

to

-1The broad band centred at 3100 cm is assígned as the strongly

co-ordinated water uolecules whlch e¡ere completely removed at elevated

temperature (>360'C). By degasslng the PTG samples at different

temperature, a slight decrease in surface area can thus be accounted for

by the formatíon of bridging specíes and incompletely co-ordinated

species which presumably decreases the number of vacant sites by

hindering the adsorptíon of nltrogen molecules.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUS ION
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7-L This díssertation is prímar11y devoted to the characterfsation and

some surface studies on PTG whtch had been successfully fabricated by

the controlled hydrolysís of titanium tetrachloride and careful

dehydration. As can be seen, the adsorptfon isotherms resemble the Type

IV isotherm in the BDDT classlfication whereas the desorption isotherms

bear the resemblance of rype A hysteresis loop rvhích subsequently

changed to TyPe E at elevated annealing temperatuïe. This transition

was attributed to the enlargement of the pores during Èhe thermal

treatment. Beside, the PTG samples qrere amorphous at lower annealing

temperature (300"C), gradually changing to anatase and fÍnally to rutile

at higher annealing temperature (460'c). The thermar history did not

conclude there. Surface area, determfned by adoptíng the vol-umetric

method using nitrogen as adsorbate at 77K decreased from 304 m2g-l to
t-1

14 rn'g ^ over a range of 160'c (300'c - 460"c). The pore size increased

frour 12å. to 41À. This severe loss of surface area r{as caused by the

loss of a large fraction of rnícropores due to sintering and probable

formation of Ti-O-Tí chaín. Mesopores and macropfres resulted at

the expense of mícropores during the thermal treatment.

Degassing temperature díd not signifÍcantly reduce the surface area

as comPared to annealing temperature. A small reductíon of surface aïea
n

1! ^t !L- ¡--^--!-. 
-.r/:\-wdÞ d rcburL ur Llre 

_ 
rorulatlon oI E.ne Orlogl-ng SpeCl_eS 11- U-'li And

perhaps a s1íght sinteríng. Pore síze studíes índicated no dramatíc

increase of pore radlus, suggestíng that "ínternal" sites which were

plentiful "inslde" the glass were stfll accessible to the adsorbate

molecules. Prolonging the length of annealíng time at constant

annealing temperature (320"C) dfd not cause any morphological change to

PTG320R. rn fact, a slight Lncrement ln surface area was presumably a
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result of the creatfon of new adsorptlon site by the expulslon of
I'embeddedrt resfdual water molecule or 0H groups.

PTG, photodeposíted with uniform layer of noble metal (pt,pd,Rh)

has been used as hydrogen detector. The críterÍon that determines the

feasfbility of photodeposftÍon process 1s the Gibbs free energy AG"

accordlng to the equation

G -n.r I1

The sensitivíty of the hydrogen derecror (pr/prc and pd/prG) was

greatly improved by recyclíng in hydrogen and increasíng metal loadíng.

Oxygen and/or moisture is vital for hydrogen detection by the detector.

rn the absence of oxygen and/or moisture, the sensítlvity t,o hydrogen

was significantly reduced. This dramatíc loss of sensitlvfty was

attributed to the lack of 0r- species which ís the prerequisite for the
i+formation of Ti"' species vía the hydrogen spíllover mechanism. A noble

metal (Pt,Pd) is a necessary íngredient since ít promotes the hydrogen

splllover mechanÍsm as:

-ur(z)lþ

o

o:z

¿

o
2

Tí

o

J

I'%
-Ti

L

I

J
H

&

4-* o-;t¡*
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The sensltfvlty of the platinum detector was conpletely destroyed by

hydrochlorlc acid vapour, an lnhibttion probably caused by direct

displacement of 0r- or 0H- species. rn contrast, the platinum detector

r¡as shov'rn to be more sensltlve to hydrogen than the palladlum analogue,

presumably due to platlnum being a better hydrogen spillover promoter

than palladium.

Electroreduction of PTG300R caused a dark blue coloration which was

attributed to the Ti3+ species or the colour-centred ri02 species. By

prolonging the reduction, the energy separation between the conduction

band and Fermi leve1 E, narrowed, thus indicatíng that more electrons

are being promoted to the conduction band, causing the resistance to

decrease.

Infra-red studies on the dehydroxylation process on PTG indicated

three different 0H species. The prominent and "heat" resistant peak at
-13718 cn ' corresponded to the well isolated and not hydrogen-bonded

hydroxyr group. The band ar 3667 cm-l was assigned the hydrogen-bonded

hydroxyl group which was easíly removed at elevated degassing 
-O

temperature causing the formation of the bridging species -I{O}fi-.

The band at 3636 
"*-1 

h"" not yet been assigned and more work has to be

done to elucidate the nature of this band. The díscoloration caused b¡'

ciegassing rnay be the resuit of impurities (C1-, organfc molecures, etc)

residing on the surface of PTG or due to the loss of oxygen from the

surface.

7-2. Recommendatlons for Further lJork

economy, the risÍng cost of cheurícals do

to both researchers and users. Sínce the

I,lith the present day

impose many disadvantages
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fabrlcatlon of PTG was relatlvely cheap, more work should be done to

evaluate íts possíble uses.

1. Catalytic work should be very interestÍng since titanla supported

catalysts are very resistant to sulphur pol-soning, the advantage

whlch 1t enjoys compared to alumina or silica supported catalysts

Ies].

2. Transmlssion Electron Mlcroscopy (TEM) will be useful since it

further characterises the catalyst prepared and the nature of the

deposited metal.

3. X-ray diffraction (XRD) will be useful too in characterisíng the

catalyst.

4. As to whether the PTG sample used rras ohmic or not, has to be

lnvestígated further. Varying the length, area, volt.age and

current nay provide the above informatfon.

5. The basíc and acidíc characteristics of the hydroxyl groups ought

to be determined, eíther by nethylatíon or adsorption of pyrídine

and hydrochloric acíd vapour.

6. The poísonl-ng of rhodiuut detector by carbon monoxide should be

lnvestigated, perhaps by Electron spin Resonance spectroscopy (ESR)

or infra-red spectroscopy.

? D^-1J^- 
^------_---- 

rat f -r--,r ! !tt t !.1r-rlcr , ululrelIleyer L l'+ J Porrltea ouE EnaE DrooKIEe ano anâEaSe

should transform to rutíle by heating close to 1000oC. Dachille et

al. [73] predlcted that the transformatlon of anatase to rutile

occurs at 470oC at one atmosphere pressure. Rao [96] contradfcted

Dachflle et al . ts r^tork. The author claimed that the transítíon

temperature Ís 630'C. SLnce there is controversy over the
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transitlon temperature, future work should be done to crarífy the

above uncertainty.
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Appendlx 1

Computer Pro grammes

Adsorption:

10 DrM A(50), B(50), D(50), F(50), c(50), H(50), L(50), M(50), N(50),

S(50), Q(SO¡, I^r(50), Y(50), X(50), V(50)

20 c0T0 120

30 PRINT "A(I) = PRESSURE oF GAS BEF6RE EXPANDINC INTO SAMPLE TUBE"

40 PRINT ''D(I) = PRESSURE OF GAS AFTER EXPANDING TNTO SAHPLE TUBE''

50 PRINT ''B(I) AND E(I) = CORRESPONDING PRESSURE IN VACUIJM''

PRINT ''C AND T = SATURATED VAPOUR PRESSURE AND TEMPERATRUE

RESPECTIVELY''

70 PRINT "H(I) AND L(I) = HEIGHTS OF MERCURY COLIJMN"

80 PRrNT "M(I) EQUILIBRIUM PRESSURE''

90 PRINT "tt(I) = VOLUME OF cAS ADSoRBED"

60

I00 PRINT "P(I) = C(S.V.P. ) - M(I)"
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ITO PRINT ''Y(I) = M(I)/(Z|<N(I)'t(C-M(I))) WHUNE N(I) IS THE NUMBER OF

MOLES OF GAS ADSORBEDI'

LzO REM ''A-BET''

130 INPUT C,T

140 FORI=1T020

150 INPUT A(I), B(r), D(r), E(I), S(r), Q(r), F(r), c(r)

160 v(I) - A(I) - B(r)

170 M(I) = D(I) - E(I)

180 H(I) = 41.5 - S(l)

190 L(I) = 41.5 - Q(I)

2OO NEXT I

2L0 J = 0.L}]-3ZS/(C*T?k8.314)

220 r( = (ZZ¡,0.1007*0. t007) /7

230 Z = 280134/L2.506
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240 N(1) = J*(V(1)*(K*H(1) + 1.507 + F(1) + G(1) - t"i(r)*(KlrL(1) +

13.234)))

250 I,l(1) = N(1):t7

260 FORI=21O20

270 N(I) = J¡k(V(I)'t(KlrH(I) + 1.507 + F(I) + G(I) + M(I-1) r,II.727 -

M(I):k(K*L(I) + t3 .234)))

280 l.I(I) = N(I):t2 + W(I-1)

290 NEXT I

300 FORI=1T020

310 Y(I) = M(I)/(14(I)*(C=M(I)))

320 X(I) = M(I)/c

330 PRINT tr(r), Y(r), X(I)

340 NEXT I

350 END
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ADDendlxl:Theflou-¡ t for Drocrame " A-BET'l

Ytìs

NO

NO

YES

NO

START

IMIJT C , T

FOR

Ir1To20

>20 ?

J - 0.101325 / ( 8.314 * C *T )

R-22t0.1007*0,f007/7

z-280134/I2.5O7

N(I) - J * ( V(r) * ( K * H(1) + t.507

+ F(l) +c(r) _ u(r) * ( K * L(1)

+ 13.234 )))
u(r)-N(t)*zrNPur A(r) , B(r) ,

D(r) , E(r) , s(r) ,

Q(r),F(r),c(r)

FOR

1=tTO20
20 1

l-2T020

FOR

>20 ?

v(I).4(I) -B(I)

H(r)=D(r)-E(r)

H(I)-a1.5-t,t,

L(I)-at.s-Q(l)

I.J(r)*(c-M(l)))

x(I)-Ìr(l)/c

Y(r) - H( I)

N(r) - J * ( v(r) * ( K(r) *H(r)

+ 1.507 + F(r) + G(I) +

H(I-1)*11.727-

Ì't(I) * ( K * L(l) + 13.234 )))

IJ(r)-N(I)*z+t¡(I-1)

PRINT r,r(r) , Y(r) , x(r)
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Appendix 2

Desorpt lon

10 Dil'.l A(50), B(50), D(50), E(50), F(50), c(50), H(50), L(50), M(50),

N(s0), tJ(50), x(50), p(50), Q(50)

20 REM IID-BET''

30 INPUT C,T

40 Z - 280134112.507

50 J - (22r,0.1007*0 .1007) /7

60 K = 0.101325/(8.314*C*T)

70 FORI=1ro15

80 rNpur A(r), B(r), D(r), E(r), F(r), c(r), H(r), L(r)

90 M(I) = 41.5 - A(I)

100 P(I) = 311¡ - D(I)

110 Q(l) = E(I) - F(I)
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120 N(I) = P(I)*(13.234 + c(r) + H(r) + L(r) + J*M(r)) - Q(l)*rL727

130 l+'(I) = N(I):t2

140 x(I) = P(I)/c

150 PRrNT W(r), X(r)

160 NEXT I

170 END
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Apoendlx 2 : the flow-chart of progratrE¡e " D-BET tt.

START

INPUT C , T

z-280t34/12.507

J - ( 22 * 0.1007 * 0.L007 ) / 7

K - 0.101325 / ( 8.314 * C * T )

END Ir1TO15

FOR

>15 ?

rNPlJT A(r) , B(r) , D(r) ,

E(r) , F(r) , c(r) ,H(r) ,

L( I)

M(I)=41's-A(I)

P(I)=B(I)-D(I)

^lÌ\ - 
B/r\ F/r\v\¡,, - ¿\r/ - rtU

N(I) * P(I)* (13.234 + c(I) + H(I) +L(I)

+J*M(I)-Q(I)t1I.727)

LI(I)=N(r)*z

x(I)=P(I)lc

PRINT I.¡(r) , x(r)
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Appendlx 3

Conductlvity Calculatlon

10 Dil.r R(SO¡, S(50), J(50)

20 REM 'IOHM''

30 INPUT R2, L, A

40 K=L/A

50 FORI=1ro50

60 INPUT R(I)

70 J (I) = R2*R (I ) / (R2 - R(r) )

80 s(I) = J(r¡*x

90 PRINT J(I), S(I)

lOO NEXT I

110 END



Append tx3
I6T

The flow-chart of Droqrâîme tt oÌü tt.

INPUT R2 .L

K=L/A

A

YES

START

r = 1'To i0

50?

FOR

INPUT R(I)

s(r) J(r) * K

J(I) = R2 * R(I) / ( sz - R(I))

PRrl{T i(r) , s(r)
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Table B: Standards on the Joint Commítree on Powder Diffraction.
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